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ABSTRACT 

 This thesis develops a machine learning approach to classify normal and 

anomalous JavaScript based on a static analysis of select features derived from the top 

30 000 webpages on the internet. A dataset of 136 features was extracted from 100 000 

raw JavaScript files. Nine test groups were created and tested using 10 subsets of 

features. K-means clustering was used to group the data and manually translate into 

binary classification. The results from the K-means clustering show moderate 

performance with distortions less than 1.0 from elbow plot analysis and average 

silhouette scores between 0.3 and 0.8 using silhouette analysis of the clustering. The 

classification of each JavaScript file was then examined using naïve Bayes algorithm to 

re-create and examine the performance of the highest performing classifiers using a less 

processing intensive method. Naïve Bayes was not a good model to re-create the 

K-means classifier. The best performing classifiers had a Matthews correlation 

coefficient of 0.75 when examining small JavaScript, and less that 0.38 when examining 

the medium or large JavaScript. The results show that most JavaScript files were small in 

file size, and file size was the only defining feature. No features tested effectively 

categorize the vast majority of JavaScript other than file size. Further research is needed 

to find features that more accurately encompass the majority of JavaScript to define 

normal JavaScript. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

JavaScript is the predominant language of the web as the internet has become 

innately tied with modern society. JavaScript is used in all manner of web applications 

from news to commerce to entertainment and continues to grow in its proliferation in the 

makeup of the web. Most JavaScript performs similar functions across all forms of the 

most popular web applications while having countless different implementations. 

JavaScript is a versatile language that allows dynamic freedom for any given web 

application, which makes it ideal for development in a growing internet space and 

inherently difficult to analyze. Understanding JavaScript and establishing a baseline 

classification of normal JavaScript is key to any web-based analysis supporting network 

security or the execution of a web application. Establishing a baseline classification for 

normal JavaScript can be instrumental when observing new data of unknown purpose or 

intention when it comes to security and efficacy.  

A. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this thesis is to create a database of features for raw JavaScript 

files and then feed these features into a machine learning (ML) algorithm to classify normal 

JavaScript versus anomalous JavaScript. The raw JavaScript files will be read sequentially, 

converting each file into a vector of the word contents, and the desired features will be 

extracted from the word vector. Subsets of features are provided to a clustering algorithm 

to establish commonalities in the files. The resulting clusters are then translated to a binary 

classification of normal for large clusters of data, that represent common JavaScript, or 

anomalous for small clusters of uncommon and outlier data that represent different 

combinations of features than the large clusters. After the data is assigned classification, it 

will then be examined using a second ML tool to identify how well the classification could 

be identified using less process intensive methods and classify future data more effectively.  

B. RELATED WORK 

JavaScript classification using ML is a well-explored field of study. There are two 

primary directions for research on the topic. The first is the detection and classification of 
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malicious JavaScript. This is explored from the perspective of identifying JavaScript that 

is vulnerable to external malicious JavaScript based on function level vulnerabilities [1]. 

Another approach is focused on classifying the malicious JavaScript directly [2], [3]. Liang 

et al. [3] and Ndichu et al. [2] explore the idea of breaking JavaScript down into vectors of 

various lengths and using sets of keywords to identify if a particular chunk of code is 

malicious. One approach is to compare the word vectors to a set of chosen keywords 

labeled as malicious or benign with the result classifying a larger set of code based on the 

use of these keywords. The other approach uses abstract syntax trees (AST’s) to examine 

patterns of code and using neural network models to classify patterns as malicious or 

benign. The idea of breaking JavaScript into word vectors was inspired by these two works, 

albeit a real-world dataset, and different features and different ML tools are used. 

A significant barrier in any JavaScript analysis is caused by obfuscation. 

Obfuscation is not inherent to just malicious JavaScript, as it can be used for security, or 

caused by compression in order to improve performance, but it makes malicious JavaScript 

detection more difficult to identify since the code is often unreadable to humans [4]. Some 

methods of obfuscation can include using broad functions such as eval or asynchronous 

code that may not be recognized as malicious from a static perspective because they only 

occur at runtime. The focus of obfuscation in most research is related to identifying 

malicious JavaScript. The approaches from these topics inspired the keyword/feature 

selection used in this thesis.  

One other approach to JavaScript analysis is for the purpose of efficiency in 

JavaScript implementation. One method of improving JavaScript is to reduce the amount 

of code that is within a script that does not have an application. Many JavaScript pages use 

functions or code from various libraries that never end up running at all on the page. 

Kupoluyi et al. [5] use an approach to classify blocks of JavaScript code as essential or 

non-essential and recreate web applications with the removed non-essential (dead) code. 

A similar approach is by Chaqfeh et al. to reduce load times of JavaScript pages on low 

bandwidth networks and mobile devices. With the goal of creating a classifier to remove 

non-essential and undesired JavaScript from loading on a page [5]. Both papers similarly 

explored real world data, and classification of JavaScript in alternate ways than looking for 
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malicious JavaScript. These papers explore the idea of creating multiple labels for 

JavaScript and then converting them to a binary classifier, which has been adopted for this 

thesis.  

Recent research on the study of JavaScript has primarily dealt with analysis for the 

purpose of identifying malicious JavaScript but does not provide a baseline of normal 

JavaScript for comparison. Several ML JavaScript classifiers are effective at identifying 

malicious JavaScript using control data but are not thoroughly explored using real world 

data. Alternatively, the research regarding optimization has a more established approach to 

working with real world data. This thesis will demonstrate an approach to establish a 

baseline classification method for real-world JavaScript.  

C. ORGANIZATION 

The remainder of this thesis will detail the following. Chapter II details the state of 

JavaScript-related research currently, including the background information on the two ML 

methods used in the thesis, and covers the metrics used to quantify the effectiveness of the 

resulting classifications. Chapter III contains a detailed description of the steps taken to go 

from raw data to classified data, while exploring the challenges, assumptions and 

compromises made for the thesis. Chapter IV contains the results of processing the data, 

and the overall classification of the data for the largest group of data tested and compares 

the results of all groups of data tested. Chapter V concludes the thesis with a summary of 

the work performed and suggestions for future work. 
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II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter will discuss the current state of research when it comes to analyzing 

JavaScript. It will also detail the two ML methods, K-means clustering and naïve Bayes 

algorithm, that are used to classify JavaScript and then determine its replicability. Included 

is how to measure the effectiveness of the K-means clustering using silhouette and elbow 

plots as well as measuring the effectiveness of the naïve Bayes model using precision, 

recall, accuracy, F1, and Matthew’s correlation coefficient metrics. These topics will 

provide background for why this research topic was chosen as well as necessary 

background needed to understand how the results were obtained. 

A. CURRENT STATE OF JAVASCRIPT RESEARCH 

There are two primary focus areas of JavaScript research, and two aspects of 

JavaScript that make analysis difficult. One reason JavaScript is difficult to analyze is 

because it is a dynamic programming language with loose syntax, with endless ways to 

change predefined elements to suit any need. The second challenge is due to obfuscation. 

Obfuscation, whether intentional or due to compression, is common and makes direct 

analysis difficult due to asynchronous code that may change at run-time. Obfuscation 

analysis is often linked to malicious JavaScript, which is one of the two primary areas of 

JavaScript research. Malicious JavaScript detection continues to be a highly researched 

topic since security is becoming more important in the always-connected world. The other 

focus area for JavaScript research is used for optimization. Removing unwanted or 

unnecessary JavaScript from a web application is important for improving performance 

over slow network connections or to improve the user experience.  

1. Dynamic Behavior  

One primary area in JavaScript research is focused on the dynamic nature of 

JavaScript. JavaScript as a programming language is dynamic because it has loose syntax 

that does not require type declarations, and since it is only compiled at run-time, there are 

limited checks to the accesses the code is making. The methods and objects can inherit 

properties from other prototypes that can be endlessly modified for the creator’s purpose, 
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which makes static analysis and optimization difficult [6]. The use of the eval function in 

JavaScript is powerful, which can run any arbitrary code as a string at runtime, creating or 

modifying objects [7]. The dynamic nature of JavaScript has led to far more specific 

research efforts and smaller scale analysis, such as tracking the state of JavaScript objects 

as they change when code is executed [8].  

2. JavaScript Obfuscation 

While JavaScript is a dynamic programming language, obfuscation challenges are 

also present when attempting to analyze JavaScript. Obfuscation is the process of 

transforming the JavaScript to obscure its true content by a reader or by a machine. It has 

many legitimate uses, such as data compression and legitimate code protection, but is also 

used to disguise malicious code as well. Some techniques include name randomization, 

word substitution and inserting meaningless code to obscure the meaningful data. Some 

research aims at identifying malicious JavaScript by identifying obfuscated malicious 

JavaScript features [9] while others attempt to incorporate several levels of de-obfuscation 

into their classifiers [10].  

3. Malicious JavaScript 

Detecting malicious JavaScript is one of the most researched topics when it comes 

to JavaScript analysis. Identifying vulnerabilities and malicious JavaScript code are needed 

to ensure security. Malicious JavaScript may be found in mobile apps or run in a browser 

when accessing a web application that can execute content or access private data on a user 

machine [11]. Some research has a specific focus, such as identifying injection attacks on 

mobile applications based on modeling the regular behavior of applications [12].  There 

are several analysis methods currently being explored in order to identify malicious 

JavaScript by converting files into word and feature vectors in order to identify malicious 

code by processing it with a neural network trained model [2]. Other approaches for 

securing JavaScript involve identifying vulnerabilities in otherwise benign JavaScript. One 

method built a ML model that could classify JavaScript vulnerabilities by training the 

model on known vulnerable JavaScript pulled from GitHub libraries [1].  
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Another method of JavaScript analysis is classification using abstract syntax trees 

(ASTs). The process involves breaking a JavaScript file into various lengths and then 

examining the pattern of the types of code called nodes, from the starting node to a terminal 

node to classify the line of code as whole. A model can then be built in order to predict 

method names and summarize the underlying JavaScript [13]. A similar AST approach is 

used to establish syntactic and semantic features of JavaScript in order to identify malware 

based on patterns among the features [3]. He et al. [14] combine several aspects discussed, 

using static features of malicious JavaScript, extracting features using ASTs, identifying 

obfuscated code based on established obfuscation features, and then building a model to 

classify JavaScript [14].  

4. JavaScript Optimization 

Optimization is also the focus of much JavaScript research. The overall goal of 

optimization is improving web application performance in poor network locations, such as 

rural areas, or poorly networked countries and is essential for getting these areas online. 

One way to do so is by stripping a webpage of the JavaScript down into the essential code 

only. Chaqfeh et al. [5] do this by using ML to define what parts of a webpage JavaScript 

is essential and blocking all other elements to include undesired elements such as 

advertisements. The performance on slow networks was greatly improved while 

maintaining the essential functions of the web applications tested for real world users 

operating in developing regions [5]. In a similar way, Kupoluyi et al. [15] focus on 

removing unused, dead code from a JavaScript file. They do this by testing the 

functionality of a web application from a user perspective, such as mousing over buttons, 

or advertisements and clicking on various elements. They examine what JavaScript code 

runs for each user interaction, and afterwards they can see what code was never run for all 

tested user interactions and remove any JavaScript that was not called during the testing. 

The results showed overall improvement in load times for most pages without any loss in 

content functionality. Additionally they showed that their model did not need to be 

frequently run since most JavaScript that was actively used did not change over the period 

of a week [15].   
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B. MACHINE LEARNING 

1. K-Means Clustering 

K-means is an unsupervised ML algorithm that tries to group n total datapoints into 

a specified number of clusters (K) of equal variances by minimizing the sum-of-squares 

error between the cluster centers (centroids) represented by the mean jµ , and the individual 

datapoints assigned to that cluster represented by ix . The algorithm will minimize the 

Euclidean distance, sometimes referred to as inertia (J) as:  
 

 ( )2

0
min || ||

j

n

i jKi
J x

µ
µ

∈
=

= −∑  (1.1) 

from each centroid jµ  [16]. The inertia is the sum of square differences between the mean 

and each datapoint within a cluster. By averaging the inertia across all datapoints and all 

clusters, we have a measure called the mean distortion, which can be used as a measure of 

how close datapoints of all clusters are to their associated centroids.  

K-means algorithm starts by arbitrarily assigning all cluster centers to an equal 

number of random data. For each datapoint afterwards, the datapoint is assigned to the 

nearest cluster center by distance, and then the cluster center means jµ are re-calculated. 

This continues until the change in cluster center means for each new point falls below a 

threshold, and all datapoints are assigned into one of the centroids as in Figure 1. K-means 

is run multiple times with different cluster centers to ensure they converge on a global 

minimum instead of a local minimum, which is dependent on what data the centroids are 

initially assigned. K-means can also be used with specified sample weights if needed [16]. 
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Figure 1. Example of K-means clustering with three centroids. Source: [16]. 

Implementation of K-means in Python is simple using a library imported from SK-

Learn [17], with the only required parameter n_clusters. By default, the implementation 

choses datapoints that are far from each other for initialization, and the algorithm runs for 

ten different seed values for choosing the centroids. The returned results are based on the 

best seed used. The algorithm will run until 300 iterations, or the change in mean for all 

centroids from one iteration to the next falls below a threshold, 4(10 )− by default [17]. 

Unsupervised ML algorithms need human analysis to validate their results, since 

they are used for unlabeled data [18]. Two ways that we can judge the results of K-means 

clustering are with elbow plots and silhouette plots. Figure 2 is an example of an elbow 

plot for an arbitrary dataset. 
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Figure 2. Example of an elbow plot with distortion. Source: [19]. 

The plot in Figure 2 shows the average distortion between all datapoints assigned 

to their nearest cluster versus the number of clusters. Distortion is an average while inertia, 

mentioned previously is a sum, but both can be used in measuring the quality of the clusters.  

The closer to zero on the y-axis a cluster is, the closer the data of each cluster is to each 

other. The subjective analysis of an elbow plot is in deciding what number of clusters to 

choose for the best clustering assignment. It is best to limit the number of clusters used 

because while choosing more clusters may have a lower mean distortion, there is increased 

complexity for each additional cluster center that may divide the data unnecessarily and 

increase the time it takes to run the model. The term elbow refers to the points that represent 

a good choice for the number of clusters to use since they represent where there is a 

depreciation on how much improvement is gained for the added complexity. We see in 

Figure 2 that there are two distinct elbows at K = 2 and K = 3 clusters. Considering the 

cluster at K = 3, we see that there is the most significant change in the slope of the line 

from K = 2 to K = 3 than from K = 3 to K = 4 and so on. This significant change makes it 

the best candidate for classification, since we see only moderate improvement in the 

distortion using more than K = 3 clusters. Not all datasets are as clearly formulated as the 
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example in Figure 2 when it comes to selecting an ideal number of clusters, and so it is 

most often a subjective process in deciding how many clusters to pick given the data that 

is being analyzed.  

Another way to analyze K-means is by using a silhouette plot. A silhouette plot is 

a graphical representation of how each datapoint fits in its assigned cluster vs neighboring 

clusters defined by a silhouette score [20]. The total plot can also have an average silhouette 

score that describes the average clustering assignment for all the K clusters tested, i.e., the 

plot’s average silhouette score is a summary of the total clustering scheme for a clustering 

scheme. A silhouette score of 1 represents a perfectly assigned datapoint to a cluster. A 

score of 0 represents a weak cluster assignment, as the datapoint may be equally distant 

from two cluster centers. A value of -1 represents a datapoint assigned to the wrong  

cluster [20]. Overall, it is ideal to have an average silhouette score as close to 1 as possible 

indicating perfect clustering. Figure 3 shows an example of a well-defined number of 

clusters for a set of data. 

 
Figure 3. Example of a silhouette plot. Each cluster in (b) is represented as a 

horizontal bar plot in (a). The width from top to bottom of each cluster 
represents the number of data points assigned to that cluster. The dotted 

line represents the average silhouette score or coefficient, which is a 
simple indication of how good a clustering scheme may be. The closer to 

1, the better the clustering. Source: [20]. 
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In Figure 3, we see four distinct clusters in the scatter plot in (b) and the 

corresponding silhouette plot in (a). Each cluster in Figure 3a is an amalgam of bar plots 

for each datapoint, grouped by the cluster the datapoint is assigned. In Figure 3a, each 

cluster group is about of the same width, which tells us that each cluster has approximately 

the same number of datapoints. Each cluster group exceeds the average silhouette score 

represented by the red dotted line around 0.65 and there are no datapoints with negative 

values. While the average silhouette score may give some measure of how well a clustering 

scheme works, it does not tell the whole story when working with multi-dimensional data 

that cannot be easily verified. Both the elbow plot and the silhouette plot are tools to give 

a sense to the effectiveness of a clustering scheme of n clusters. 

K-means can be implemented in Python with the number of desired clusters as the 

only required parameter [17]. The deficiency of K-means is that it assumes data to be 

symmetric about the clusters and can perform poorly with elongated clusters or other data 

distributions [16].  

2. Naïve Bayes Algorithm 

Naïve Bayes (NB) is a supervised ML algorithm that uses Bayes probabilities to 

determine the classification of data based on a chosen feature set. What makes this 

algorithm supervised versus unsupervised as seen with K-Means is that the training data is 

already labeled with a chosen classification, therefore the effectiveness of the classification 

can be measured. The term naïve is used because it works under the assumption that the 

features tested are independent from each other, which is hardly the case when working 

with real world data. Despite the realities of independence, naive Bayes is still an effective 

tool at classifying data [21].  

 
Bayes theorem given by [21] is 
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where 1 2 3( | , , ,..., )nP y x x x x  represents the probability of classification y occurring given 

features 1 2 3, , ,..., nx x x x  are present, and 1 2 3( ) ( , , ,..., | )nP y P x x x x y  represents the 

probability of observing classification y multiplied by the probability of features 

1 2 3, , ,..., nx x x x  given that classification y is present. The denominator on the right-hand side 

of Equation 1.1 represents the probability of features 1 2 3, , ,..., nx x x x  occurring.  

In this thesis, we are using a variant of naïve Bayes, called multinomial naïve 

Bayes, which is regularly used in text classification based on word vector counts. For this 

application, each probability  ( | )yi iP x yθ = is calculated as 
 

 
^
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yi
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N
N n
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θ

α
+

=
+  (1.3) 

 

where yiN  is the count for one feature that appears in data labeled as y, yN  is the total 

count for all features labeled as y, α  is a smoothing factor used in certain applications 

equal to 1 by default, and n is the total number of features. If we remove the rightmost 

terms in the numerator and the denominator, we can easily see that the probabilities are a 

ratio of how often a feature appears in data with the specified label [21]. 

Implementation in Python is straightforward and requires a user to first create a 

training set of data. The training set of data must contain enough datapoints, and a set of 

measurable feature vectors containing the information to build the model, and the 

classification vector or true output of the model for the selected training data. The model 

then calculates the probability of each datapoint obtaining its assigned classification based 

on the input features [22].  

After applying the model to a training set, we can then apply the developed model 

to predict a testing set that contains known classifications. We can then compare the known 

classifications and the predicted classifications for the test data to determine how well the 
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model can correctly classify the data. If the model is successful, and the training set large 

enough, it can then be used to predict unlabeled data with the same effectiveness.  
 

C. PRECISION, RECALL, ACCURACY, F1, AND MCC 

To quantify the results of the naïve Bayes application to the dataset, we will utilize 

statistical figures for measuring how well each model performs. The five statistics we will 

look at are: precision (p), recall (r), accuracy (a), F1 score, and the Matthews correlation 

coefficient (MCC). These five statistics are calculated from four values; the number of true 

positives ( TPn ), false positives ( FPn ), true negatives ( TNn ) and the number of false 

negatives ( FNn ). Precision is the measure of true positives divided by the number of total 

positives 

 TP

TP FP

np
n n

=
+

 (1.4) 

and represents the ability of the classifier to not misclassify a positive sample [23]. The 

recall is the measure of true positives divided by the sum of all positives  
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TP FN

nr
n n

=
+  (1.5) 

and represents the percentage of correctly identified positive samples [23]. The accuracy 

is 

 TP TN

TP FP FN TN

n na
n n n n

+
=

+ + +
 (1.6) 

and is the measure of correctly classified data over all data [23]. The F1 score ( 1Fρ ) is 

given by,  
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which is a weighted score calculated between precision and recall [24]. The reason 1Fρ  is 

often used instead of accuracy is because it does not need to know all four values 

, , ,TP TN FP FNn n n n  and can be calculated from precision and recall statistics. All four of these 

metrics are coded in Python as a built-in library, which can be accessed as a function by 

using the true output vector and the predicted output vector. The final statistic to cover is 

the MCC. 

The MCC is considered an exceptional measure of the effectiveness for a binary 

classification model. More specifically, the MCC defined as [24]  

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

TP TN FP FN
MCC

TP FP TP FN TN FP TN FN

n n n n
n n n n n n n n

ρ ⋅ − ⋅
=

+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ +
 (1.8) 

 

which takes all four quantities mentioned into account, giving it greater sensitivity than 

other metrics like the diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) and results in a single continuous value 

between [-1, 1]. A value of 1 represents a perfect classification model, 0 represents a 

random classification model, and -1 represents an inverse classification model. The MCC 

is coded in Python as a built-in library, which can be accessed as a function by providing 

the true output vector and the predicted output vector [25], [26].  

This concludes the background section of the thesis. The next chapter focuses on 

the methodology used as it relates to the information provided in this chapter. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter will discuss the approach taken, starting with raw JavaScript files, and 

detailing the process in creating the feature data frame or DF. We will discuss the 

techniques and ML applications used to classify the JavaScript as normal or anomalous 

and discuss how the results can be evaluated for overall model effectiveness. 

A. PROPOSED SCHEME 

In this thesis, we propose a method for taking raw JavaScript text from a database, 

extracting a set of features based on the static JavaScript, applying K-means clustering to 

the data, and assigning a classification to the JavaScript files as normal or anomalous. We 

then take our newly classified data and use a naïve Bayes algorithm to determine how well 

it matches with the classifications obtained using K-means and compare those results 

across multiple iterations, using different feature selections and different clustering choices 

as well as for datasets of various length divided by size categories of data as in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Step by step methodology for extracting features from raw 

JavaScript, apply ML techniques, classification, and verification. 

The provided database of JavaScript used in this thesis consists of over 2.7 million 

JavaScript files that were collected from the list of Alexa.com top 30 000 webpages in 

2019. They are saved in the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) file format, which is 

converted to text and parsed using common Python library functions. A Python script was 

written to access this database and extract features in the form of word vector frequency 

counts, which are then compiled into a Python DF. This approach is inspired by related 

research that converts JavaScript into vectors of words, and then analyzes the syntax in 

order to determine if the JavaScript is malicious [2], [13]. A DF functions similarly to an 
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excel spreadsheet and allows easy manipulation of and access to the features of each 

JavaScript file and will simplify implementation of later ML applications.  

The list of features includes file name, file path, site rank on the Alexa top 30 000 

from 2019, file size, an estimated line count, the average length of a line in terms of file 

size, the total number of elements, the number of unique elements, the entropy of those 

unique elements, and 111 JS keywords separated into four categories. Additionally, several 

statistical parameters were derived from these feature columns that will be explored in 

Chapter IV in more detail. A full list of features with descriptions is included in  

Appendix A. 

After building the DF with the desired features and number of datapoints, we need 

to add a categorical variable to each datapoint. This is because the file size of each 

JavaScript file varies widely, and we wish to reduce the impact of file size on the 

classification implemented. We assign every datapoint in the DF to one of three categories; 

small, medium, and large, based on two features; file_size and total elements. These two 

features are linearly related and provide a clear differentiation in the three categories. This 

categorization is done to limit the effect that file size has on the classification in further 

analysis and we will compare the results across these three categories at the end of our 

analysis. 

B. K-MEANS CLUSTERING 

We are using K-means to build the classifier because it is a method that allows the 

grouping of data, thus allowing us to identify data that is alike, which is needed for 

developing our binary classification. K-means is an unsupervised ML method, which 

means the data it is grouping has no predefined labels, versus a supervised ML method, 

which uses a known classification or label to determine how to group data [18]. Since we 

are working with raw, real-world JavaScript and the goal is to create labels for the data, we 

are limited to unsupervised methods since we have no predefined labels for our data. K-

means is a widely used algorithm; it is simple to implement and understand while being 

effective at grouping similar types of data given appropriate features [16]. 
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Using K-means, we will assign each JS file a classification of normal based upon 

whether the underlying features fit into a dominant (well-populated cluster) or a 

classification as anomaly if the features place it in a smaller, less populated group, or outlier 

cluster. We do this by first dividing the DF into 3 smaller DFs based on its categorical 

feature (small, medium, large) and examine one group at a time to limit the effect of size 

on the classification. With the chosen category DF, we scale all data using a Python 

function called z-score, which scales all data in each column by the mean and standard 

deviation of that column as discussed in Chapter II. This is done because we are working 

with a wide range of data values between all the chosen features, from a few hundred bits 

up to several megabits of data in terms of the JS file sizes. From the three size-based DFs, 

we develop ten subsets of the DF with different combinations of features. We then use two 

methods of evaluating K-means to choose the best number of clusters, and the most 

appropriate features to base our classification upon. The first is the elbow plot, which 

visualizes the average distortion between datapoints and their assigned clusters versus the 

number of cluster centers or centroids used [19]. Based on the elbow plot, we will narrow 

the number of subsets of data and cluster centers to examine using the second analysis 

method, the silhouette plot. The silhouette plot provides a way to visualize the distance 

each datapoint has between its assigned cluster versus other clusters. Silhouette plots can 

also provide a visualization as to how large each cluster is and the distance between each 

centroid [20]. Using these two tools, we will choose a selection of DF subsets and the 

number of cluster centers to use, in order to create our classification.  

 After choosing the subsets and the number of cluster centers we want to test, we 

will apply K-means to the chosen subsets and desired number of cluster centers, then 

manually reassign the clusters as a binary classification. Depending on the number of 

clusters used, we will assign the largest clusters as normal, and smaller clusters we will 

classify as anomalous. The threshold value for classification will be set at 5% of the total 

number of datapoints being tested and will have exceptions based on the number of 

clusters, or overly skewed clustering that will be fully explored in Chapter IV.  

We are limited in ways to measure how good K-means is at classifying data since 

we do not have a true classification to compare the results of the clustering/classification 
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against. If we treat the classification derived from K-means as the true label to the data, we 

can then use a supervised ML model to the data and see how well we can reproduce the 

results from K-means using a less intensive process that would be easy to implement on 

new data in the future.  

C. NAÏVE BAYES 

The supervised method we have used to check our results is the naïve Bayes 

algorithm [21]. Naïve Bayes uses probabilities to determine the classification of data based 

on features chosen. Specifically, we will use the multinomial naïve Bayes algorithm 

(MNBA), which is commonly used for text classification using word vector frequency 

counts, as we have in our DF. MNBA is a fast and simple algorithm compared to other ML 

methods, which makes it preferable for working with large datasets. One downside of 

MNBA is that it is meant to be used with discrete values, and performance may be worse 

when using non-discrete inputs [22]. Naïve Bayes works under the assumption that each 

feature is independent from other features as discussed in Chapter II.  

To use MNBA and verify its effectiveness, we will break our highest performing 

data subsets from K-means analysis into a 70/30 train test split dataset each: 70% of the 

dataset being used to train the MNBA model with 30% reserved to test the model. We will 

create the MNBA model for each data subset using all features of the subset as the input 

features to the model. We will create a confusion matrix to visualize the results of the NB 

modeling and compare precision, recall, accuracy, F1 and MCC scores from the NB model 

for each data subset and cluster value chosen. We will also examine the descriptive 

statistics, such as mean, standard deviation, min, max, and quartile values from the data 

classified as normal and compare it to the data classified as anomalous. 

 The methodology explored in this section will be implemented in the next chapter 

as it relates to the data of 100 000 JavaScript files used for testing. We will detail how the 

methodology proposed was implemented, the limitations and assumptions made to fit the 

proposed methodology and discuss the performance of the ML classifier used to classify 

each JavaScript file.  
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

This section will discuss the implementation of the methodology discussed in 

Chapter III as it relates to the data tested. We will discuss the environment used to conduct 

testing, the three stages of building the DF, creating the K-means classifier, and analyzing 

the proposed scheme and classification efficacy using naïve Bayes. We will conclude by 

comparing the nine combinations of datapoints to file size and comparing the results of 

these cases to determine the effect of file size on the results and determine how much data 

is needed before seeing a plateau in the naïve Bayes model performance of  the proposed 

classifier. 

A. TESTING ENVIRONMENT 

All coding and analysis of work in this thesis were done using a Jupyter Notebook 

integrated development environment (IDE) using Python. Both the IDE and the raw JS data 

were accessed remotely. The raw data consists of over 2.7 million JavaScript files from the 

Alexa list of top 30 000 webpages that was collected in 2019 and saved in a JSON format 

for easy integration into the Python programming language, which was used for the entirety 

of this thesis work. 

1. Preprocessing 

To streamline access to the data and features, all data features are converted to lists 

and then appended and stored as a Python DF. The first 100 000 JavaScript files of the 2.7 

million were pulled from the storage directory, stripped of its JSON format, and the raw 

JavaScript text was read to develop a set of features. The features included the file name, 

file path, file size of each file as it appears in the server directory, and the rank that each JS 

file’s originating webpage had on the list of Alexa’s top 30 000 webpages. These four 

features are compiled into a DF, and all subsequent features will be developed as lists that 

can be added onto the DF.   

We developed a script that would read each JavaScript file one at a time, convert 

the file into a list of words, converting all spaces and special characters into a “”  (blank 
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character) within the list. This is done using a Python tool called regular expressions 

(REGEX).  

Regular expressions exist in multiple programming languages and allows us to 

search a text file for specific patterns, remove specific elements from consideration and put 

the results in the form of a Python list. In this analysis, it is used to remove all special 

characters and convert the raw JavaScript text file into a list that only contains words and 

characters defined by the JS file.  All removed elements are replaced by a blank character 

within the list. Each script is then a list of characters or words separated by blanks; for 

example, the JS text: “Hello World!” would be converted to list: [‘Hello’, ‘’, ‘World’, ‘’] 

consisting of two words, “Hello” and “World” separated by two blanks. One blank was 

created by replacing the space between the two words, and the second from replacing the 

exclamation point (!) special character. 

 Another Python tool called Collections is used to count every unique 

word/character that appears in the list and the frequency of that word/character. The result 

is a Python object that can be converted into two lists. List A contains the element of the 

original JavaScript file after converting to a list, and list B is a list of the frequency of each 

word. Figure 5 illustrates the process of using REGEX and Collections to convert each 

script into a list of elements and frequency counts using the previous code example.  

 
Figure 5. Flow diagram for converting JS to word frequency counts using 

regular expressions and collections.  

In Figure 5, the combination of REGEX and Collections allows the fast breakdown 

of every JavaScript file into two lists. List A contain the names of all unique elements in 

the JS file and List B contains the frequency of each element in List A as shown in the table 

in Figure 5. One downside of this method is that it does not consider whether a word 
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appears as functional code or as a comment within the JavaScript, which may have a 

different meaning. After looking through several files to determine if this would be a 

significant issue, the cases in which a word only appeared or primarily occurred in a 

comment and had a different meaning were infrequent, as most observed files did not 

contain comments. The choice was made to sacrifice some precision in only counting the 

functional uses of JavaScript to have more features, more data, and run more efficiently. 

From these two lists, we can create the first set of features to add to the DF. The 

length of List A (or List B) tells us the number of unique elements for each script. The sum 

of values in List B gives the total elements in each script. If we remove the blank elements 

(those leftovers after removing all special characters), we have one less unique element but 

have reduced the total elements by a large amount. This is because every removed element 

by the regular expression search is treated as a blank element, so the sum of all removed 

elements is the number of blanks in the file, which for some files was near 50% of the total 

number of elements. Both sets of features, the total elements, unique elements, as well as 

the total elements and unique elements after removing all blanks are features in the DF. 

These four features are similar, but not identical, and will be used to define other features 

later. For clarity, the feature names with removed blanks will end in the number 2 such as 

total elements2 versus total elements in the list of DF features in Appendix A. The number 

of blanks contained in each file is also a feature that we extract from these two lists. 

List A and List B can easily be used to calculate the entropy of each file. From 

information theory, entropy H is the average information (in bits) contained in a character 

a based on the frequency of characters [27]. We are instead using words in list A instead 

of characters to make up our alphabet A. A random variable f can be any word a in A, with 

the probability ( )fp a .  In this case, we are calculating the average word entropy as in [27] 

as, 

 
( ) ( ) ln ( )f f

a A
H f p a p a

∈

= −∑
 (1.9) 
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using each unique word in List A and its frequency in List B to calculate the probability of 

each element. This allows us to calculate the entropy in each JS file [27]. 

Next, we compare List A to a defined set of keywords. These keywords are a non-

exhaustive list of chosen JavaScript words that fall into four categories; reserved words, 

objects, properties, and methods (OPM) words, event words and asynchronous words. 

Reserved words are those that can or should not be used outside of their explicit purpose. 

The OPM keywords chosen, are those that are reserved by the language but act as objects 

properties or methods, such as “isFinite” versus the reserved keyword “Boolean” [28]. 

Event words are used to program JavaScript events such as causing a sound to play when 

a user clicks a button on a webpage or preview a video when a user places their mouse 

cursor over the thumbnail of a video [29]. Asynchronous words are used to cause some 

type of action to occur either after an amount of time or at a time other than when the line 

of code is run [30]. These four categories of keywords are features of the DF as the 

combined frequency of all keywords assigned to the category as in Appendix A. Each 

individual keyword in these four categories is a feature, and the sum of every keyword 

makes up a feature called keyword uses. The words were chosen to consider common 

behavior, as with the reserved word and OPM word categories, and specific behavior with 

the event, and asynchronous categories. This feature list is not comprehensive, and many 

more words and categories could be added to look for other JS behavior. 

With all the keywords and word vector frequencies added to the DF as features, we 

wish to calculate other metrics that may be of interest. Python DFs allow easy manipulation 

and mathematical operations among entire columns of data. Treating each feature column 

as a vector, four additional features are calculated. A unique element ratio is the number 

of unique elements divided by the total number of elements. This is calculated with and 

without considering blank elements. A blank element percentage is the percentage of total 

elements that are blanks in case we consider them. A keyword percentage or the number 

of keywords uses divided by the total number of elements, both with and without 

considering blanks. Finally, a blank element ratio is the number of blanks divided by the 

number of words in a JS file.  
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We now have all desired features in the dataset. One last thing to add is a categorical 

variable that will represent the relative size of the JavaScript file. Each JavaScript file will 

be given a category of small, medium, or large based on two features: file_size and total 

elements. Figure 6 illustrates these size groups for the first 1 000 JS files. 

 
Figure 6. Illustration of the three size categories of JavaScript using the first 

1 000 JS files. Three distinct size groups exist for JavaScript based on the 
distribution of file_size versus keyword uses. All data is assigned a size 
category based on how close its file size is to the mean of these three 

categories.  

This categorical feature was added due to poor clustering when applying K-means 

even with z-score scaling as the relative size of each JS file was the dominant feature in 

clustering. The size categories are assigned to each datapoint based on how close each 

datapoint’s file_size feature is to the mean of the three groups in Figure 6. The first 1 000 
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datapoints were used because they provided a clear separation between these three 

categories using these datapoints and using more datapoints introduced extreme outliers 

that skewed the three-category assignment.  Since most features of the DF are word 

frequency counts, each feature is inherently correlated to file size; generally, larger files 

will have higher values on all features. Using the categorical variable as a means of 

reducing the impact of file size, clustering and classification should be less dependent on 

file size.  

2. Subdividing The Data Frame 

The total working DF of 100 000 datapoints is sub-divided into groups of the first 

10 000, 50 000 and 100 000 datapoints and then separated into groups based on size 

category to create nine sub data frames that are tested individually. The distribution of the 

100 000 datapoints by size category is given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Comparison of three size categories: (a) small, (b) medium, (c) 
large. Examining the mean file_size and total_elements of the three size 

categories for the three categories we see the separation illustrated in 
Figure 6. All data is rounded to nearest integer, and file size is measured in 

bytes. 
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Table 1 gives a description of two features of the DF for the 100 000 datapoints 

separated by size category. Included in the description for each feature is the count or 

number of datapoints the feature represents, which in this case is the total number of 

datapoints in the three size categories. The other description values are the mean, standard 

deviation, and quartile values of all datapoints for the listed features. The two features are 

file_size, and total elements. The description metrics are used to compare the size 

categories in Table 1 and will be used to compare data with different classifications further 

on. 

In Table 1, comparing the three size categories, we observe that the small size 

category represents 96 042 datapoints with a file_size mean of 6 960 bits and 2 144 total 

elements. The medium size category represents 3 232 datapoints with a mean file_size of 

227 087 bits and 67 248 total elements. The large size category represents just 726 

datapoints and has a mean file_size of 887 864 bits and 253 447 total elements. Grouping 

data from the first 10 000, 50 000, and 100 000 datapoints split among three size categories 

creates nine sub-DF’s that will be examined to determine if more than 10 000 datapoints 

are required to classify JavaScript files and what effect the method of classification has 

considering JavaScript pages of vastly different sizes. For all the following analysis, the 

largest sub-DF consisting of the small files from the 100 000 JS files contain a total of 

96 042 files and we will compare this to the other eight groups when discussing results. 

After selecting a group to analyze, we will scale the data in preparation for K-means 

application. 

We used a Python function called z-score to scale all 131 numeric data features 

since we are working with vectors that have a range in the thousands, such as frequency 

counts, while we also have percentages that have values between 0 and 1. The z-score does 

this by scaling each feature value X  based on the mean µ and standard deviation σ  of 

the column of data such as:  
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( )Xz µ
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−

=  (1.10) 

where z is the new scaled value. The z-score will not permanently change the actual data 

but makes it easier to visualize at a later stage when we apply K-means [31].  

B. K-MEANS CLUSTERING 

K-means clustering is an unsupervised ML method for labeling data. K-means 

clustering allows us to identify n clusters of similar data that we will then convert into a 

binary classification of normal or anomalous.  

1. K-Means Clustering and Elbow Plot 

Using each of the sub-DF’s mentioned in the previous section, the goal is to 

determine the following: what features in the DF can differentiate each JavaScript file and 

reduce the cluster distortion, i.e., the average distance between each cluster center and the 

datapoints associated with that cluster? Also, we want to consider using as few features as 

possible to reduce complexity and speed up the clustering process, and we would like the 

chosen features to have low correlation with each other.  

Altogether, ten features were chosen for testing to identify what combination of 

factors may effectively group and classify the JavaScript files. These subset combinations 

are listed in Appendix B.  

For each subset, we run an iterative K-means model built using the SK-Learn 

library in Python to calculate a K-means model using between two and nine cluster centers 

[16], [17]. We need at least two clusters since we are using the K-means results to build a 

binary classifier, and we are testing higher cluster values to reduce potential distortion and 

reveal the outliers in the data that will create the distinction between normal and anomalous 

JavaScript. We then plot the average distortion between all centroids versus the number of 

clusters used as in Figure 2. We will describe each K-means trial and classification for a 

particular subset and cluster value as the subset cluster pair (SCP) moving forward. The 

SCP will be followed by two digits separated by a hyphen. The first digit is the data subset 
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used, and the second digit refers to the number of clusters used from the K-means 

 

application.  We can then compare the average distortion between each data subset and 

cluster value to determine the best subset and centroid count to use for classification.  

From Figure 7, we can see subsets 6,7,8, and 9 are far better at reducing distortion 

compared to the other six subsets and will therefore be the only four subsets considered in 

further analysis. Figure 8 focuses on the elbow plot of just subsets 6,7,8 and 9. Subset 6 

and subset 7 have similar performance even though subset 6 has the least number of 

features and subset 7 has the most features of the remaining four sets. Set 8 and set 9 have 

similar cluster values at four and eight clusters but subset 9 consistently has the smallest 

distortion. We observed that subset cluster pair (SCP) 9-4 appears to have the best ratio of 

distortion versus complexity. While SCP 9-8 has slightly lower distortion, the added 

complexity by doubling the number of clusters makes SCP 9-4 the preferred selection. We 

will consider both SCP 9-4 and SCP 8-8 since SCP 8-8 performs similarly to SCP 9-8 and 

provides a different subset of data to consider with our second analysis technique, the 

silhouette plot.  
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Figure 7. K-means selection via elbow plot using small data pulled from 

100 000 datapoints. We see that subset 1 through subset 5 and subset 10 
have a significantly larger mean distortion and will be eliminated from 

consideration for developing the binary classifier. 
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Figure 8. K-means selection of the four best performing datasets. Observe 

the elbows for subset 6 with six clusters, subset 9 with four clusters, and 
subset 8 with eight clusters. 

The second method used to analyze the K-means clustering is by silhouette plot of 

each SCP for subsets 6-9. We will re-examine the silhouette of SCP 6-6, SCP 8-8, SCP 9-

4 based on their apparent elbows in the elbow plot and look for any other SCPs with high 

silhouette scores to consider developing as a classifier. 

2. K-Means Silhouette Plot 

A silhouette plot is an alternative method to the elbow plot to decide on how good 

the K-means application is. While elbow plots visualize the within group variance, inertia, 

or distortion for a specific number of clusters, a silhouette plot allows us to visualize the 

inter group variations and the distribution of data within those clusters [20].   
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Each silhouette plot provides a numerical value for how good a cluster assignment 

is for both a datapoint and the entire K-means model. This value is called the silhouette 

score, which applies to every datapoint, and is summarized on each plot as an average 

silhouette score (AvSS). The silhouette score and AvSS are measured between -1 and +1, 

with +1 representing a perfect cluster classification and -1 representing an incorrect cluster 

classification. A 0 represents a weak classification or a split classification in which the 

datapoint is equidistant from two centroids, so the classification is not clear [20]. Visually, 

the thickness from top to bottom of each group in the silhouette plot represents the number 

of datapoints in the plot. If the right edge of a cluster group is flat, it means that all values 

of that plot are equally centered around that cluster center whereas sharp, pointed groups 

imply the assigned data varies in distance from the centroid.  

Observing the silhouette plot of all cluster values of the four best subsets from the 

elbow plot in Figure 8, we chose four SCPs to examine further. The distribution of clusters 

was considered extensively in this thesis. To determine what silhouettes may be the best 

choice for the classification assignment, we are looking for the natural outliers of the data, 

the JS that makes up smaller, less-defined clusters to consider anomalous and contrast them 

against larger well-defined clusters that represent normal JavaScript. In this respect, we 

want to see some thin but moderately performing silhouettes for some clusters to represent 

anomalous JS, and thicker and better performing silhouettes for the normal JS. Other 

considerations used when examining silhouette plots were to have few values near or below 

zero in the silhouette plot as they are poorly defined and are more difficult to classify as 

normal or anomalous. For each silhouette plot, we want to consider the higher performing 

SCPs in terms of their AvSS.  

Taking into consideration the distortion to cluster ratio from the elbow plot along 

with the silhouette score for all SCP’s, four SCPs were chosen for further analysis. SCP 9-

4 was chosen due to its desirable distortion to cluster ratio. SCP 8-2 was chosen because it 

had the highest AvSS. SCP 6-6 was chosen for a balance in both plots as well as having 

the least number of features, and SCP 8-8 was chosen for having a low number of 

datapoints with silhouette score near zero as well as a low distortion and moderately 

performing AvSS. The silhouettes for these four chosen SCPs are shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. Comparing silhouettes of four chosen SCP’s. Note the distribution 

of SCP 8-8 and SCP 9-4 show multiple broad groups with moderate 
silhouette scores as well as thin groups which are the indications desired 
for our classification. Note SCP 8-2 had the highest observed AvSS. SCP 

6-6 may be too evenly distributed to make the desired classifier. 

SCP 6-6 (a) has the worst AvSS of the four chosen SCPs at 0.3608. SCP 6-6 was 

chosen because subset 6 has the least number of features, the lowest correlation between 

features, which will be seen in a later section, and has a relatively low number of datapoints 

near or below the zero on the silhouette plot. We also see that five of the six groups have 

values exceeding the average, meaning that while the overall AvSS is low, five of the six 

groups are well defined relative to each other. SCP 8-2 (b) was chosen because it had the 

largest overall silhouette score of any subset. With an AvSS of 0.8116, there is a relatively 

clear distinction between the two clusters compared to other plots. There are a low number 

of datapoints at or around 0 or in the negative region; however, the smaller group 2 is not 

defined well since no datapoints have a high silhouette score relative to group 1. SCP 8-8 

(c) was chosen due to its low distortion in the elbow plot, a relatively high AvSS at 0.5165, 

and most clusters are near the AvSS indicating that the clusters are somewhat distinct; 
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however, clusters 7 and 8 containing few datapoints fall below the AvSS. There are 

groupings of various sizes, which is the indication that the smaller groups may be outliers 

to classify as anomalous and larger groups to classify as normal. SCP 9-4 (d) was chosen 

because it had the best balance between distortion and cluster count based on the elbow 

plot. The AvSS of 0.4701 is moderate compared to the other plots shown. There are some 

datapoints with negative or zero silhouette scores but not significantly worse than other 

SCPs. The clustering pattern with two large clusters and two small clusters are clear and 

distinct sized groups that appear suitable for classifying normal and anomalous data just 

from observation.  

There needs to be consideration for how we organize multiple clusters for a binary 

classification for all the JS files. Two considerations are to be made. In the case of a binary 

clustering scheme, for example, let the larger cluster containing up to 90% of the data be 

classified as normal with the smaller cluster containing the remaining 10% of data 

representing anomalous JS. The second consideration is for non-binary clustering schemes. 

We will use a 5% threshold such that if a cluster group contains more than 5% of the total 

data, it will be considered normal. If a cluster does not meet this 5% threshold, it will be 

considered anomalous. If there are SCPs in which all groups contain more than 5% of the 

total data, then the least populated groups will be considered anomalous until the total 

number of anomalous files exceeds 1% of the total files. This 1% requirement is to ensure 

that there is enough data classified as anomalous to ensure that the data can be split for use 

with naïve Bayes later.  

Considering the small DF of 96 042 files, a 5% threshold is 4 802 datapoints, and 

the 1% threshold is 960 datapoints. This means that any cluster group with more than 4 802 

files will be considered normal, and any groups below this value will be considered 

anomalous, and we must have at least 960 JS files labeled as anomalies. Figure 10 shows 

the conversion of SCP 8-8 into binary classification, and Table 2 lists the resulting binary 

classifier counts for the four SCPs we are testing. 
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Figure 10. Converting K-clusters into a binary classifier for SCP 8-8. Observe 

the 5% threshold is 4 802 files. Since clusters 2, 0, 3, and 6 on the right 
each contain less than the threshold, they are assigned as a 1 for 

anomalous. Likewise, clusters 1, 4, 7, and 5 are classified as 0 for normal. 

Table 2. Binary classification distribution of four SCPs. Observe the final 
distribution of normal to anomalous JS files is similar for SCP 6-6, SCP 8-
2, and SCP 8-8, while SCP 9-4 has a more skewed distribution due to the 
classifier rules. Only one of four clusters from SCP 9-4 was classified as 

anomalous. 

 
 

With all four classifiers assigned to the data, we look at all features of the entire DF 

by classification or just the subset features for the four classifiers. For example, in Table 3, 

we take into account the description statistics of the first five features of the normal data 

versus the anomalous data. In Table 4, we compare the subset specific feature statistics for 

the normal and anomalous data, i.e., the features that were used in the clustering process. 

Note that in further discussion on classification, zeros will be used to refer to normal data, 

and ones will be used to refer to anomalous data when referencing the figure results. 
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Table 3. SCP 8-8 binary classification header data comparison. Note the 
mean file_size of the normal data in (a) is much smaller than in (b), 

considering that file_size was not a feature of subset 8. The overlap of 
maximum values indicates that there is more to the clustering than just 

file_size. 
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Table 4. SCP 8-8 binary classification feature data comparison. Examining 
the mean of all features in (a) for the normal data, we see that they are all 
significantly lower than in (b) representing the anomalous classified data. 
The overlap in max values for each feature suggests that file_size, is not 

the only association for the clustering.  

 
 

From Table 3, comparing file sizes of (a) normal and (b) anomalous data, we see 

that the normal data has a smaller mean and standard deviation (2 457 bits, 7 239 bits), than 

the anomalous data (66 662 bits, 26 627 bits), which is less concentrated around it’s mean. 

This shows that even while file size was not included as a feature, it is having a distinct 

effect on the classification. From Table 4, we see that the deciding features are all affected 

by the size, i.e., the anomalous data trends towards large files in terms of total elements 

and all metrics for this dataset. It is not a clear-cut trend in the classification; however, we 

see a significant overlap between the minimum and maximum values for all metrics 

regardless of classification. This shows that while the normal and anomalous classification 

is sensitive to size and an important factor in classification, it is not solely a factor of the 

size. Consider the description data for SCP 6-6 in Table 5. SCP 6-6 is classifying the 

extremely small data as anomalous in contrast to SCP 8-8 classifying the larger outliers as 

anomalous. With the anomalous data averaging just over one line of code compared to the 
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110-line average for the normal data. This means that depending on the features chosen, 

we can identify those extremely large outliers in the case of SCP 8-8 or the extremely small 

outliers as in SCP 6-6. Regardless of the features chosen, however, file size is a significant 

factor in determining the classification, despite not being directly included in the features 

used in the clustering from either subset. Note that subsets 8 and 9 have features that reflect 

file size since they are all frequency count features while subset 6 has far less size 

dependent features except for entropy. It appears then that choosing the less size dependent 

features is how SCP 6-6 identifies the smallest outliers while using the more size dependent 

features allows SCP 8-8 to identify the larger outliers.  

Table 5. SCP 6-6 binary classification header data comparison. In contrast 
to SCP 8-8, the normal data in (a) is significantly larger in file_size 

compared to the anomalous data in (b). While classification is heavily 
dependent on file_size, the feature set is varying in what size outliers are 

being grouped to form the normal and anomalous data. All values rounded 
to the nearest integer. 
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We will be able to quantify the effectiveness of these two feature sets and classification 

schemes with naïve Bayes in the next section. 

C. NAÏVE BAYES APPLICATION 

K-means is a computationally intensive method of clustering as discussed in 

Chapter II. After computations are made, a user is needed to manually choose which SCPs 

to build the classifier, which may change based on the classifier rules the user has chosen. 

Therefore, a faster supervised ML method for approximating the same classification 

derived from K-means would be ideal for reducing computation time and quantifying the 

effectiveness of the model. Naïve Bayes algorithm allows us to meet both requirements if 

we consider the results from the K-means algorithm as a true classifier.  

Naïve Bayes is a supervised ML tool that requires labeled data, meaning the data 

must already be classified as normal or anomalous. Naïve Bayes assumes that all the data 

input vectors used are independent [21]. Figure 11 shows that there is low correlation 

among the subset 6 features so there is almost no linear dependance between the features, 

while subset 8 has moderate to high correlation among features which shows represents a 

linear dependance between features. Note that subset 9 is omitted since subset 8 contains 

all the same features as subset 9. The contrast in feature correlation between these two 

subsets again demonstrates the relationship among the size dependent features of subsets 

7, 8, and 9 while subset 6 has mostly independent features.  
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Figure 11. Feature correlation comparison for subset 6 and subset 8. In (a) we 

see the features of subset 6 have low to moderate correlation with the 
largest correlation magnitude of 0.41. In (b) we see that most features of 

subset 8 have a correlation over 0.5 to every other feature. 

 We now apply the multinomial naïve Bayes algorithm to our dataset in Python. 

We define the features used for each cluster subset as the input features with our K-means 

classification as the outcome vector. A built-in train-test split function is used to divide the 

data into training and testing groups at a 70/30 train-test ratio. Other ratios were tested as 

well with no discernible improvement in results. The model creates a predicted outcome 

vector for the training data (including the true classification), which can be compared to 

the training classification provided. The model can then be applied to the test data to predict 

the classification based on the input (excluding the true classification). We can now 

compare the results of the training and testing in the form of a confusion matrix as well as 

Precision, Recall, Accuracy, F1, and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) values. The 

MCC is a desirable metric for measuring the effectiveness of our binary classifier, but some 

later results will not allow us to calculate this metric, thus Precision, Recall, Accuracy and 

F1 are used as well [25]. In referring to the results of the naïve Bayes application, we will 

use the term model followed by the two-digit SCP value that the naïve Bayes model is 

based upon, i.e., the naïve Bayes results for the SCP 8-8 will be referred to as model 8-8. 
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In Table 6, we can see the break for our train test split data for SCP 8-8 in terms of 

the classification vector with 67 229 (70%) datapoints in the training set and 28 813 (30%) 

datapoints in the testing set.  

Table 6. Train/test split (70/30) of SCP 8-8 classifier for training the naïve 
Bayes model. The entries contain the number of datapoints assigned to 

train/test groups by classification. 

 
 

After training the model, we find that the F1 score is approximately 0.961 and the 

MCC is 0.752. Comparing the training data against our test data, we see similar 

performance, with an F1 score of 0.9621 and an MCC of 0.7517. The full list of metrics is 

shown in Table 7.  

Table 7. Naïve Bayes results for predicting the SCP 8-8 classification. The 
testing set metrics are the results of predicting new data, compared to the 
training data that was used to build the naïve Bayes model. The maximum 

value is 1.0. 

 
 

It should be noted that the precision recall, accuracy and F1 metrics are using a 

weighted measurement in that the values are scaled based on the number of datapoints in 

each category, i.e., the data labeled as zeros have a much greater impact on the score than 
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the data labeled as ones. We can visualize the results of the model using the confusion 

matrix in Figure 12.  

 
Figure 12. Confusion Matrix for SCP 8-8 naïve Bayes results. The four values 

represent the number of true positives, false negatives, false positives, and 
true negatives. This shows that the model is proportionally split on 

misclassifying zeros as ones, and vice versa. 

 The confusion matrix lets us examine the relations among true positives (TP), true 

negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) when comparing the results 

of the K-means classification on the Y-axis to the naïve Bayes predicted classification on 

the X-axis. Examining Figure 12, we see that of the 26 826 true zeros, 1 074 were predicted 

as ones, and of the 1 987 true ones, 124 were predicted as zeros. The model does a moderate 

job at successfully predicting the binary classification with the MCC of 0.7517. Table 8 

shows the metrics for the four SCP cases chosen in the previous section. 
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Table 8. Train test split and metrics for four SCP models. Based on naïve 
Bayes model performance, model 6-6 was the worst classifier, model 9-4 
performed moderately, while model 8-2 and model 8-8 had similar results 
across all metrics. Due to classification rules, there were only about half as 

many anomalous files for model 9-4 which may have impacted model 
performance. 

 
 

Model 6-6 is the only model with a negative MCC of -0.0372 indicating that the 

data set may not translate well to a naïve Bayes model, which is surprising since subset 6 

had the least correlated elements of all subsets tested, which is an assumption made when 

using naïve Bayes. Another possibility is that the classification rules may not work well 

for this SCP as most of the clusters were of similar size, which is bad for our use-case in 

which we want a mixture of large and small clusters that represent the large majority of 

JavaScript versus the small outlier clusters. Model 8-2 performs well overall with an MCC 

of 0.7501. Recall that this model had the highest performing AvSS of the four when 

comparing the silhouette plots. This may be due to the direct translation of SCP 8-2 from 

a binary clustering scheme to a binary classifier, i.e., the outcome vector is not being 

reduced from three or more clusters into a binary classification as with the other three SCPs 

making the model far simpler to predict. 

Model 8-8 has the most interesting results. It performs similarly to model 8-2 in 

predicting both zeros and ones better than the other models, but it does so when coming 

from a non-binary clustering with eight centroids instead of two. This is peculiar since we 
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may have expected worse classification of the ones as we saw in model 6-6 or with model 

9-4. The MCC of model 8-8 is similar to 8-2 with 0.7517 and 0.7501, respectively; similar 

performing precision, recall, accuracy and F1 scores. Model 9-4 has an MCC of 0.5837, 

which is below that of model 8-2 or model 8-8.  

The results for models 6-6, 8-8, and 9-4 show that it may not simply be the 

conversion to a binary classifier that degrades naïve Bayes performance. There needs to be 

enough datapoints in the anomalous category to obtain a moderately performing 

classification with naïve Bayes. The SCP 6-6 classification using the established 

classification rules means that not enough data fell into the anomalous category, resulting 

in an MCC of zero due to insufficient data in the test set. Since model 8-8 performed on 

par with model 8-2 in all metrics and is not a direct binary classifier, we see that the 

reduction from K-Clusters to a binary classifier is not necessarily going to create a poor 

model with naïve Bayes. Model 9-4 shows that feature set 9 is not as easily modeled using 

naive Bayes as feature subset 8 was, thus leading to a worse MCC. Model 8-8 was the best 

overall performer, and we will explore this subset of data and results further. Recall Table 

4 was used to compare the description data for the subset 8 features breakdown of SCP 8-

8 for the zeros and ones.  

One reason that dataset 8 performed better could be due to two features not included 

in subset 6 or 9. The two features are total elements2 and keyword_uses, which are both 

highly correlated to the file size. From Figure 13, we can compare these two parameters 

for SCP 8-8 classification using scatterplots to identify how the classification is related to 

these two parameters. In Figure 13(a) we see the distribution of all datapoints, colored by 

classification. In Figure 13(b) we observe the 89306 zeros representing normal JS are far 

more concentrated in their distribution compared to the broad distribution of the 6736 ones 

representing the anomalous data in Figure 13(c). Seeing the two overlap Figure 13(a) 

shows that the size while influencing the classification, is not the only factor in 

classification, or we would see a more distinct division in the data as we saw in Figure 6, 

when creating our size categories. This shows that the classification of data as normal or 

anomalous is related to file size as the vast majority of JavaScript is relatively small. With 

a mean of just 326 total elements for the normal JS and over 12 000 total elements for the 
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anomalous JS shown in Table 4, we see that the total elements and size in general are still 

an important factor in classifying the data. This is in contrast to previous discussion for 

SCP 6-6 in which we saw the smaller mean data classified as anomalous and the larger 

mean data classified as normal. 

 
Figure 13. Comparison of Keyword Uses and Total Elements2 features versus 

classification. The 89 306 normal datapoints in (b) are highly concentrated 
in terms of size represented by total elements and keyword uses, while the 
6 736 anomalous datapoints are relatively vast in the distribution of data. 

Model 6-6 was the worst performing of the four tested, but the poor performance 

was likely due to the chosen number of clusters given the classification rules established, 

and we will see that this performance is not consistent with similar SCP’s when testing the 

10 000 datapoint and 50 000 datapoint groups. With a different selection of cluster centers, 

subset 6 could perform better under the established rules, which we will see in the next 

section. 

Considering the subset of data we described throughout the clustering, 

classification, and analysis process, it appears that for the small category of data, feature 

set 6 produces the least size dependent classification. Feature subset 8 was a better 

performer across all analyses in terms of metrics with the highest silhouette score for SCP 

8-2 and the best MCC for Model 8-8, but the classification is more skewed towards overall 

file size, compared to subset 6. To say one feature subset is better at classifying data is 
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dependent on how heavily file size is to be weighed as a factor. By the numbers, the vast 

majority of JavaScript is in the small category, and a small percentage of that has a 

distinctly different size. Considering all models and SCPs tested with poor to moderate 

silhouette scores and moderate MCC scores, no feature subset tested proved to be ideal for 

classifying normal or anomalous JavaScript, but feature subset 6 may be the basis for 

developing further features if size is to be omitted from consideration as using word vector 

frequencies is entwined with file size.  

While all analysis up to this point was conducted on the small category of data 

using 100 000 datapoints, the same process was run on 10 000, and 50 000-point datasets 

as well as for the medium and large size categories for a total of 9 sets of results. In the 

next section, we will discuss the impact of varying amounts of data on the results and what 

conclusions can be made for the significantly larger size categories compared to the small 

files we have examined up to this point. 

D. RESULTS FROM SIZE COMPARISON 

To determine the size of data points needed for classification into small, medium, 

and large, we broke the first 100 000 datapoints into divisions of size category and number 

of files. The breakout of these groups is in Table 9 with the number of associated JavaScript 

files as well as the mean and standard deviation of the file size provided within the 

parenthesis. From the table, we can see that over 96% of JavaScript falls into the small 

category based on our 100 000 datapoints case, and less than 1% in the large category. The 

low number of datapoints in the large size category would be classified as anomalous using 

the established classification rules based on the file_size and total elements alone. 

However, this factor is omitted in the interest of using content specific features versus file 

size directly for classification. This also led to the decision to create these size categories 

for analysis to limit the effect of file size on the classification. 
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Table 9. Distribution of data into three size groups for varying number of 
total datapoints. The mean and standard deviation of the file_size of each 
group is provided along with the number of datapoints that each category 

contains. 

 
 

By applying the K-means and naïve Bayes algorithms as we did with the 100 000 

datapoint small category on the other eight groups, we obtained two or three SCPs for each 

by K-means and verified them using naïve Bayes. The choices for these included the SCP 

with the highest silhouette score for the group, The SCP with the best elbow based on the 

elbow plots, and then one additional SCP chosen by balancing the analysis of these two 

kinds of plots. Table 10 summarizes the results of K-means clustering of the chosen SCPs 

for all groups based on the size category and the number of total datapoints used. We will 

summarize the data by each size category, discussing the effect of changing the total 

datapoint pool from 10 000 to 100 000 on the results and then conclude with overall 

observations. 
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Table 10. K-means and naïve Bayes results for all nine DF groups. The table 
displays the group assignment in the left most column in terms of number 

of datapoints used. The second column gives the chosen SCPs from K-
means analysis, supplemented with the distortion and AvSS for the chosen 
SCPs in column 3 and 4. Columns 5-9 give the results of the naïve Bayes 
modeling on the 30% test set for the binary classifier derived from each 

tested SCP in column 2.  

 
 

Comparing the results of the small size category, we see that subset 8 consistently 

provides the largest MCC in the range of 0.75-0.77 when re-creating the K-means 

clustering using naïve Bayes. Subset 6 and subset 9 were worse performers. As mentioned 

earlier, we see that with 100 000 datapoints case, the MCC for Model 6-6 is not consistent 
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with what is expected as SCP 6-7 had an MCC of 0.55 only when using 10 000 datapoints 

and all models maintained a similar MCC when adding more datapoints in the small size 

category groups. This suggests that the poor MCC for Model 6-6 discussed earlier was 

skewed, likely due to the classification rules established. Overall, we see a small 

improvement in most metrics on the small dataset when adding more data, while the MCC 

maintains performance or becomes slightly worse. This suggests that there is no significant 

gain in performance with more than 9 600 datapoints for the small size category.  

Comparing the results of the medium category in Figure 10, only subset 6 was used 

as it had the best performance in silhouette and elbow plot analysis. There is a drop in all 

naïve Bayes test metrics compared to the small category. Considering the transition from 

10 000 to 100 000 datapoints for subset 6 among the medium categories, we see far higher 

naïve Bayes metrics in the higher cluster groups than the lower cluster groups, such as 

model 6-9 (9 clusters) performing far better than model 6-2 (2 clusters) from the 50 000 

datapoint/medium group. Except for model 6-9 performance, we see small performance 

changes when transitioning from the 322 datapoints from the 10 000 datapoint group to the 

3 232 datapoints of the 100 000 datapoint group, suggesting that there is no gain in 

performance when using more datapoints for the medium category.  

Comparing the results of the large category in Figure 10, only subsets 6 and 8 were 

chosen based on K-means analysis with the 10 000 datapoint and 50 000 datapoint groups 

performing markedly better only with subset 6. Looking at the naïve Bayes metrics for 

subset 6, we see worse performance from the 10 000 datapoint case to the 100 000 datapoint 

case, and overall subset 6 had poor model performance in the large size category with a 

max MCC of 0.45. Subset 8 was only considered when using the 100 000 datapoint group 

and had dismal performance in all naïve Bayes metrics with a best performing MCC of 

0.1937 which is only slightly better than a random classification, and notably, a higher 

cluster value in model 8-7 did not have a better performance as we observed in the medium 

category. Overall performance of the large dataset is difficult to confirm since of the 

100 000 datapoints considered, only 726 JavaScript files fell in the large group; however, 

based on the performance trend, more data may not provide a significant improvement.  
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Considering the impact of adding more data to the K-means and naïve Bayes 

analysis, there is a mild improvement in some of the classification model performance 

when adding more data in the case of the small size category. The medium and large size 

category data exhibited no notable improvement when adding more data, and in the case 

of the large size category, the performance gets worse when adding more data. This is 

likely due to the dynamic nature of such large JavaScript files. The larger the file size, the 

less defined the JavaScript file is by the feature set chosen to examine. This is apparent in 

the decline of average silhouette scores from the k-means analysis, which show less 

effective clustering for the larger size files.  

The best overall performing models from K-means are in the small size category, 

across the 50 000 and 100 000-datapoint groups. Model 8-2 had the highest average 

silhouette scores of all models tested. Model 9-4 had the best distortion to cluster ratio 

based on the associated elbow plot with a mean distortion less than one. Subset 6 had the 

best performing silhouette scores or elbow plots for all other groups.  

The best models, according to the recreation of the classifier using naïve Bayes, are 

different based on the size category. For medium and large groups, Subset 6 with almost 

any clustering model performed better than any other subset albeit with poor overall model 

performance with no MCC greater than 0.5 except for one. For the small size category, 

subset 8 had the highest performing model when it came to replicating the classification 

using naïve Bayes with MCC greater than 0.75 while all other subsets and models 

performed worse.  

The results above suggest that we cannot conclusively classify JavaScript as normal 

or anomalous in all cases based solely on the features we have examined in this thesis. 

While K-means classifier and naïve Bayes model verification perform well on the small 

JavaScript files, it is only using a small subset of features, which perform moderately when 

reproduced using naïve Bayes. The medium and large JavaScript files cannot be classified 

using the features we have used. The performance of the models in these categories is 

inconsistent as the SCPs for subsets 6-9 did not have well defined elbows or silhouettes 

compared to the small size category. This is likely due to the dynamic nature of JavaScript, 

which is highly flexible in its implementation and loose in its syntax compared to other 
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programming languages. This dynamic nature suggests that a more robust feature set would 

be needed for a static approach to classifying these files or a method to reduce the 

complexity of these files based on their size.   
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V. CONCLUSION  

Now that all methodology and results have been discussed, this chapter will provide 

a summary of work done and a discussion of the results. It will also include 

recommendations for future work.  

A. SUMMARY OF WORK 

This thesis focused on the process of converting raw, real-world JavaScript into a 

data frame consisting of word vector frequencies and statistics about the composition of 

each JavaScript file and then classifying each JavaScript file as normal or anomalous. To 

classify the JavaScript as normal or anomalous, we made a baseline assumption that 95% 

of all JavaScript was going to be normal with the remaining 5% considered anomalous. 

The 5% threshold was chosen as we found no alternative definition of normal JavaScript 

while researching the topic.  

In creating the data frame, 132 features were developed for 100 000 JavaScript files 

using the Python language regular expressions by converting each JS file into a list of 

words and extracting the desired features. Several additional statistics, such as entropy, 

were calculated as an additional measure of what each JS file contained. After compiling 

all features, the data frame was broken into three size categories to examine each size 

category separately and examined how well the K-means classifier worked on the three 

sizes of JavaScript files. 

Each size category was considered separately, and ten different subsets of the 132 

features were chosen as input data to K-means clustering algorithm to group and classify 

all JavaScript files. Considering each SCP, the best combinations were determined based 

on analysis of elbow plots and silhouette plots. From the elbow plots, the best SCPs had a 

mean distortion of less than 1.0. The silhouette plots showed that the chosen SCPs were 

not well defined with silhouette scores mostly around 0.4 for the small data and 0.3 for the 

medium and large data. Ideally, a well-defined clustering will have an average silhouette 

score greater than 0.8, which was observed in a few SCPs for the small data category.  The 

chosen SCPs were then manually converted into a binary classifier based on how many 
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files were assigned to each cluster. If a cluster contained more than the chosen 5% threshold 

of the total number of files, the cluster was classified as normal; otherwise, it was classified 

as anomalous. Additional criteria were added to ensure that there was at least 1% of data 

classified as anomalous for use with naïve Bayes.  

To establish a measured effectiveness of the classification assignments from K-

means, the newly classified JavaScript was then examined using naïve Bayes algorithm 

using the same data that the K-means classification was based upon. Naïve Bayes was used 

to measure how effective the K-means classifier can be reproduced using a faster 

supervised algorithm. The results showed that for the small category of data, a naïve Bayes 

model could map the K-means classifier with an MCC of 0.75 at best and less than 0.38 

for the medium or large data category.  

Overall, the results from testing all 9 groups showed that file size was the only 

defining feature in identifying normal and anomalous data regardless of whether it was 

used as a feature. Other features that were less size dependent, such as in subset 6, were 

able to identify outliers that were significantly smaller than the average JS file. Using 

features from subset 6 and subset 8 as well as discovering additional features may provide 

a more accurate representation of normal JavaScript through static analysis in further 

research. 

B. FUTURE WORK 

The analysis of JavaScript is an area of research with many branches as discussed 

earlier in this thesis. Continuing to establish a baseline definition for normal JavaScript is 

essential for improving malicious JavaScript detection [2]–[4], and JavaScript optimization 

[5], [15]. To expand on the research conducted in this thesis, a more in-depth examination 

of alternative statistics beyond primarily word vector counts is recommended. Alternate 

forms of scaling may alleviate the impact of file size on the K-means classifier. Alternate 

forms of clustering may lead to clustering that is less size dependent as well. Examining 

raw JavaScript to classify the types of operations being conducted or the type of web 

application the code belongs to can be a step towards creating a conditional definition of 

normal JavaScript.  
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Another method for further exploration to expand on the research done here is to 

apply pattern recognition techniques for JavaScript to establish what a line of JavaScript 

does based on the pattern or types of code that are commonly written together. This relates 

to research involving abstract syntax trees in defining the most probable word following a 

sequence of known words [3], [13]. Given the established method of converting raw 

JavaScript into a sequence or list of words in this thesis, these findings could provide a 

foundation for pattern recognition using a large pool of data as we have explored and could 

establish what normal JavaScript looks like in terms of how a particular line or file is 

structured.  
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APPENDIX  A: DATAFRAME FEATURE LIST 

This appendix details the entire set of features used from the DF. A total of 136 

features (132 used for analysis, four used for manipulating the data frame) are listed with 

brief descriptions of their application. The final four features (event words uses, reserved 

word uses, O.P.M. uses and async uses) are summations of specific categories of individual 

keywords. The individual keywords belonging to each category are given in the form of a 

list and have been adapted from multiple sources [27]–[29] as they are commonly used in 

JavaScript. Each keyword is a stand-alone feature whose value is the frequency that the 

keyword appears in a JS file. 

file_name: The name of the file in a JSON format. 
file_path: The location of the file in the directory. 
site rank: The rank of the associated website on the Alexa top 30 000 webpages. 
file_size: The size of the file in bytes. 
file_line_count: The estimated number of lines of code the file contains. 
average_line_size: The average size in bytes of each line in the file. 
total elements: The number of words and blank elements the file contains. 
blank elements: The number of empty and removed special characters from the file. 
blank element percentage: The number of blank elements divided by the total number of 
elements. 
unique_elements: The number of unique, author defined words in the file. 
unique element ratio: The number of unique elements divided by the total number of 
elements. 
unique_word_entropy: The average information for the unique words of the file in bits. 
blank element ratio: The ratio of blank elements divided by the number of number of 
remaining elements. 
total_elements2: The total number of words remaining after removing all blank elements. 
unique_elements2: The number of unique, author defined words, removing blank 
element. 
unique element ratio2: The ratio of unique elements divided by the total elements, 
without including any blank elements.  
unique_word_entropy2: The average information of the unique words of the file in bits 
excluding the blanks. 
keyword_uses: The number of specified keywords in the file. 
keyword percentage: The percentage of keywords used compared to all elements. 
keyword percentage2: The percentage of keywords used compared to all words used in 
the script. 
size_cat: The categorical feature identifying the JS files as of small, medium and large. 
event word uses: A category of keyword, that is the sum of JavaScript event words only. 
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reserve word uses: A category of keyword, that is the sum of JavaScript reserved words 
only. 
o.p.m. uses: A category of keyword, that is the sum of JavaScript objects properties and 
methods only.  
async uses: A category of keyword, that is the sum of JavaScript asynchronous words 
only. 
Event Words: onAbort, onBlur, onChange, onClick, onDblClick, onDragDrop, onError, 
onFocus, onKeyDown, onKeyPress, onKeyUp, onLoad,onMouseDown, 
onMouseOverImage, onMouseUp, onMove, onReset, onResize, onSelect, onSubmit, 
onUnload, addEventListener [29]. 
Reserved Words: abstract, arguments, boolean, break, byte, case, char, class, const, 
continue, debugger, default, delete, do, double, enum, export, extends, false, final, finally, 
float, for, goto, if, implements, import, in, instanceof, int, interface, let, long, native, new, 
null, package, private, protected, public, short, static, super, synchronized, this, throw, 
throws, transient, true, try, typeof, void, volatile, while, with, yield, switch, else, return, 
var [28]. 
O.P.M. words: Array, Date, eval, function, hasOwnProperty, Infinity, isFinite, isNaN, 
isPrototypeOf, length, Math, NaN, name, Number, Object, prototype, String, toString, 
undefined, valueOf, map, constructor [28]. 
Async words: async, await, setTimeout, setInterval, then, fetch, Promise, catch [30]. 
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APPENDIX B: DATA SUBSET FEATURE SELECTION 

In this appendix, we list the features that belong to each data subset in the form of 

a vector or a Python list containing the names of all features between a pair of brackets. 

References to specific subsets mean that the data used contained the features in the 

corresponding subset in this section. References to a SCP A-B are referring to a K-means 

subset cluster pair with the A value representing one of the data subsets in this appendix. 

References to a model A-B also have the A value representing one of the data subsets in 

this appendix. Some subsets refer to a type-1 or type-2 term. A type-1 term refers to the 

features derived from the list of JavaScript terms including the blanks leftover after filtering 

out regular expressions. A type-2 term excludes these blanks leftover from the regular 

expression filtering, and therefore the features derived in this manner are correlated but 

different from type-1 terms. Several of these datasets list the same keywords discussed in 

Appendix A [27]–[29]. 

A. SUBSET 1 – ALL DATA  

['file_size', 'file_line_count', 'average_line_size', 'total elements', 'blank elements', 'blank 
element percentage', 'unique_elements', 'unique element ratio', 'unique_word_entropy', 
'blank element ratio', 'total elements2', 'unique_elements2', 'unique element ratio2', 
'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword_uses', 'keyword percentage', 'keyword percentage2', 
'event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses', 'abstract', 'boolean', 
'break', 'byte', 'case', 'char', 'class', 'const', 'continue', 'debugger', 'default', 'delete', 'do', 
'double', 'enum', 'export', 'extends', 'false', 'final', 'finally', 'float', 'for', 'goto', 'if', 
'implements', 'import', 'in', 'instanceof', 'int', 'interface', 'let', 'long', 'native', 'new', 'null', 
'package', 'private', 'protected', 'public', 'short', 'static', 'super', 'synchronized', 'this', 
'throw', 'throws', 'transient', 'true', 'try', 'typeof', 'void', 'volatile', 'while', 'with', 'yield', 
'switch', 'else', 'return', 'var', 'Array', 'Date', 'eval', 'function', 'hasOwnProperty', 'Infinity', 
'isFinite', 'isNaN', 'isPrototypeOf', 'length', 'Math', 'NaN', 'name', 'Number', 'Object', 
'prototype', 'String', 'toString', 'undefined', 'valueOf', 'map', 'constructor', 'onAbort', 
'onBlur', 'onChange', 'onClick', 'onDblClick', 'onDragDrop', 'onError', 'onFocus', 
'onKeyDown', 'onKeyPress', 'onKeyUp', 'onLoad', 'onMouseDown', 'onMouseMove', 
'onMouseUp', 'onMove', 'onReset', 'onResize', 'onSelect', 'onSubmit', 'onUnload', 
'addEventListener', 'async', 'await', 'setTimeout', 'setInterval', 'then', 'fetch', 'Promise', 
'catch'] [27]-[29]. 
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B. SUBSET 2 – CONTAINS ALL FEATURES EXCLUDING FILE_SIZE AND 
FILE_LINE_COUNT 

['total elements', 'blank elements', 'blank element percentage', 'unique_elements', 'unique 
element ratio', 'unique_word_entropy', 'blank element ratio', 'total elements2', 
'unique_elements2', 'unique element ratio2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword_uses', 
'keyword percentage', 'keyword percentage2', 'event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 
'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses', 'abstract', 'boolean', 'break', 'byte', 'case', 'char', 'class', 'const', 
'continue', 'debugger', 'default', 'delete', 'do', 'double', 'enum', 'export', 'extends', 'false', 
'final', 'finally', 'float', 'for', 'goto', 'if', 'implements', 'import', 'in', 'instanceof', 'int', 
'interface', 'let', 'long', 'native', 'new', 'null', 'package', 'private', 'protected', 'public', 'short', 
'static', 'super', 'synchronized', 'this', 'throw', 'throws', 'transient', 'true', 'try', 'typeof', 'void', 
'volatile', 'while', 'with', 'yield', 'switch', 'else', 'return', 'var', 'Array', 'Date', 'eval', 
'function', 'hasOwnProperty', 'Infinity', 'isFinite', 'isNaN', 'isPrototypeOf', 'length', 'Math', 
'NaN', 'name', 'Number', 'Object', 'prototype', 'String', 'toString', 'undefined', 'valueOf', 
'map', 'constructor', 'onAbort', 'onBlur', 'onChange', 'onClick', 'onDblClick', 'onDragDrop', 
'onError', 'onFocus', 'onKeyDown', 'onKeyPress', 'onKeyUp', 'onLoad', 'onMouseDown', 
'onMouseMove', 'onMouseUp', 'onMove', 'onReset', 'onResize', 'onSelect', 'onSubmit', 
'onUnload', 'addEventListener', 'async', 'await', 'setTimeout', 'setInterval', 'then', 'fetch', 
'Promise', 'catch'] [27]-[29]. 

C. SUBSET 3 – ALL DATA EXCLUDING TYPE 1 TERMS, VALUES THAT 
INCLUDE BLANKS 

['file_size', 'file_line_count', 'average_line_size', 'blank element ratio', 'total elements2', 
'unique_elements2', 'unique element ratio2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword_uses', 
'keyword percentage2', 'event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses', 
'abstract', 'boolean', 'break', 'byte', 'case', 'char', 'class', 'const', 'continue', 'debugger', 
'default', 'delete', 'do', 'double', 'enum', 'export', 'extends', 'false', 'final', 'finally', 'float', 
'for', 'goto', 'if', 'implements', 'import', 'in', 'instanceof', 'int', 'interface', 'let', 'long', 'native', 
'new', 'null', 'package', 'private', 'protected', 'public', 'short', 'static', 'super', 'synchronized', 
'this', 'throw', 'throws', 'transient', 'true', 'try', 'typeof', 'void', 'volatile', 'while', 'with', 
'yield', 'switch', 'else', 'return', 'var', 'Array', 'Date', 'eval', 'function', 'hasOwnProperty', 
'Infinity', 'isFinite', 'isNaN', 'isPrototypeOf', 'length', 'Math', 'NaN', 'name', 'Number', 
'Object', 'prototype', 'String', 'toString', 'undefined', 'valueOf', 'map', 'constructor', 
'onAbort', 'onBlur', 'onChange', 'onClick', 'onDblClick', 'onDragDrop', 'onError', 
'onFocus', 'onKeyDown', 'onKeyPress', 'onKeyUp', 'onLoad', 'onMouseDown', 
'onMouseMove', 'onMouseUp', 'onMove', 'onReset', 'onResize', 'onSelect', 'onSubmit', 
'onUnload', 'addEventListener', 'async', 'await', 'setTimeout', 'setInterval', 'then', 'fetch', 
'Promise', 'catch'] [27]-[29]. 

D. SUBSET 4 - ALL DATA EXCLUDING TYPE 2 TERMS, VALUES THAT 
DON’T INCLUDE BLANKS 

['file_size', 'file_line_count', 'average_line_size', 'total elements', 'blank elements', 'blank 
element percentage', 'unique_elements', 'unique element ratio', 'unique_word_entropy', 
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'keyword_uses', 'keyword percentage', 'event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 'O.P.M. uses', 
'async uses', 'abstract', 'boolean', 'break', 'byte', 'case', 'char', 'class', 'const', 'continue', 
'debugger', 'default', 'delete', 'do', 'double', 'enum', 'export', 'extends', 'false', 'final', 'finally', 
'float', 'for', 'goto', 'if', 'implements', 'import', 'in', 'instanceof', 'int', 'interface', 'let', 'long', 
'native', 'new', 'null', 'package', 'private', 'protected', 'public', 'short', 'static', 'super', 
'synchronized', 'this', 'throw', 'throws', 'transient', 'true', 'try', 'typeof', 'void', 'volatile', 
'while', 'with', 'yield', 'switch', 'else', 'return', 'var', 'Array', 'Date', 'eval', 'function', 
'hasOwnProperty', 'Infinity', 'isFinite', 'isNaN', 'isPrototypeOf', 'length', 'Math', 'NaN', 
'name', 'Number', 'Object', 'prototype', 'String', 'toString', 'undefined', 'valueOf', 'map', 
'constructor', 'onAbort', 'onBlur', 'onChange', 'onClick', 'onDblClick', 'onDragDrop', 
'onError', 'onFocus', 'onKeyDown', 'onKeyPress', 'onKeyUp', 'onLoad', 'onMouseDown', 
'onMouseMove', 'onMouseUp', 'onMove', 'onReset', 'onResize', 'onSelect', 'onSubmit', 
'onUnload', 'addEventListener', 'async', 'await', 'setTimeout', 'setInterval', 'then', 'fetch', 
'Promise', 'catch'] [27]-[29]. 

E. SUBSET 5 – CONTAINS THE INDIVIDUAL KEYWORDS AS FEATURES 

['abstract', 'boolean', 'break', 'byte', 'case', 'char', 'class', 'const', 'continue', 'debugger', 
'default', 'delete', 'do', 'double', 'enum', 'export', 'extends', 'false', 'final', 'finally', 'float', 'for', 
'goto', 'if', 'implements', 'import', 'in', 'instanceof', 'int', 'interface', 'let', 'long', 'native', 'new', 
'null', 'package', 'private', 'protected', 'public', 'short', 'static', 'super', 'synchronized', 'this', 
'throw', 'throws', 'transient', 'true', 'try', 'typeof', 'void', 'volatile', 'while', 'with', 'yield', 
'switch', 'else', 'return', 'var', 'Array', 'Date', 'eval', 'function', 'hasOwnProperty', 'Infinity', 
'isFinite', 'isNaN', 'isPrototypeOf', 'length', 'Math', 'NaN', 'name', 'Number', 'Object', 
'prototype', 'String', 'toString', 'undefined', 'valueOf', 'map', 'constructor', 'onAbort', 
'onBlur', 'onChange', 'onClick', 'onDblClick', 'onDragDrop', 'onError', 'onFocus', 
'onKeyDown', 'onKeyPress', 'onKeyUp', 'onLoad', 'onMouseDown', 'onMouseMove', 
'onMouseUp', 'onMove', 'onReset', 'onResize', 'onSelect', 'onSubmit', 'onUnload', 
'addEventListener', 'async', 'await', 'setTimeout', 'setInterval', 'then', 'fetch', 'Promise', 
'catch'] [27]-[29]. 

F. SUBSET 6 – ONLY CONTAINS LOW CORRELATION, CALCULATED 
VALUES 

['blank element ratio', 'unique element ratio2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword 
percentage2']. 

G. SUBSET 7 – CONTAINS TOTAL ELEMENTS, UNIQUE ELEMENTS, 
BLANK ELEMENTS AND TYPE-2 TERMS 

['total elements', 'blank elements', 'total elements2', 'unique_elements2', 'unique element 
ratio2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword_uses', 'event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 
'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses']. 
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H. SUBSET 8 –CONTAINS TOTAL ELEMENTS, KEYWORD 
CATEGORIES, UNIQUE ELEMENTS AND ENTROPY OF TYPE-2 
TERMS 

['total elements2', 'unique_elements2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword_uses', 'event 
word uses', 'reserve word uses', 'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses']. 

I. SUBSET 9 – CONTAINS UNIQUE ELEMENTS, ENTROPY, AND 
KEYWORD CATEGORIES 

['unique_elements2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 
'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses']. 

J. SUBSET 10 – CONTAINS ALL FEATURES WITH LESS THAN 0.5 
CROSS CORRELATION  

['blank element percentage', 'unique element ratio', 'blank element ratio', 'unique element 
ratio2', 'keyword percentage2', 'abstract', 'byte', 'class', 'debugger', 'double', 'enum', 'export', 
'extends', 'false', 'final', 'float', 'goto', 'int', 'interface', 'let', 'native', 'package', 'private', 
'protected', 'public', 'short', 'synchronized', 'throws', 'transient', 'volatile', 'eval', 'map', 
'onAbort', 'onDblClick', 'onKeyPress', 'onKeyUp', 'onLoad', 'onMouseMove', 'onMove', 
'onReset', 'onResize', 'onSubmit', 'onUnload', 'await'] [27]-[29]. 
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APPENDIX C: PYTHON SCRIPT FOR PREPROCESSING RAW 
JAVASCRIPT 

This appendix contains the code used to create the DF containing all features for 

100 000 datapoints. The keywords discussed in Appendix A are also used within this 

section when building the DF [27]–[29]. The code contains partial comments for easier 

understanding; file paths and locations are omitted for privacy/security reasons. 

 

import shutil, os 
import pandas as pd 
source_directory = '...' 
# chose the range of files 
file_start = 1 
file_end = 100000 
file_count = 1 
my_df = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['file_name','file_path','file_size']) # we initialize our 
df and specify column names 
for x in os.scandir(source_directory): 
    if file_count < file_start: 
        file_count +=1 
    else: 
        name = x.name 
        path = x.path 
        size = x.stat(follow_symlinks=False).st_size 
        # This block actually creates the dataFrame iteratively, not efficient currently but 
works 
        my_df=my_df.append({'file_name' : name, 'file_path' : path, 'file_size' : size}, 
ignore_index=True) 
        file_count +=1 
        if file_count>file_end: 
            break 
 
# This block will copy the JavaScript from each json file and save it in a directory I have 
labeled as outpath, will contain only .js files to be read later 
# They are now in a folder that I can modify more easily 
import random, shutil, os, json 
total_lines = [] 
# directory to save to 
for json_file in my_df['file_path']: # for all files in the dataframe 
    with open(json_file) as f: 
        text = json.load(f)["src"] 
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        temp = text.replace(';',';\n') 
        sp_text = temp.splitlines() 
        #print(sp_text) 
        sp_text = [i for i in sp_text if i] 
        l_count = len(sp_text) 
        if l_count == 0: 
            l_count = 1; 
        #print(l_count, ':', sp_text) 
        total_lines.append(l_count) 
        #print(json_file) 
        #print(text) 
my_df['file_line_count'] = total_lines 
 
my_df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
 
# load the dataframe to work on a specific portion 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
import random, shutil, os, json 
my_df = pd.read_csv('my_dataFrame3.csv') 
 
# This script uses regular expressions to remove almost all special characters as 
delimeters and add all remaining elements to a list. the elements are keywords, method 
names parameter names variables, basically all of the words used 
# outside of the delimiters and operators used in the code. It allows us to see what names, 
methods, functions are used without needing to see all the intricacies. The purpose may 
be for counting specific uses of terms, or entropy calculation 
import re,math,collections 
unique_words = [] # the total number of unique words in a file, includes blanks left by 
delimiters 
unique_words2 = [] # the total number of unique words in a file, does NOT include 
blanks left by a file, will be significantly smaller than unique words 
total_elements = [] # count the total number of elements (letters, numbers, words, 
keywords, methods, properties, any non-special characters in the code, blanks included, 
indicates the number of removed delimiters) 
total_elements2 = [] # count the total number of elements (letters, numbers, words, 
keywords, methods, properties, any non-special characters in the code, blanks NOT 
included) 
unique_word_entropy = [] # calculates the entropy of the file, including the blanks and 
frequency 
unique_word_entropy2 = [] # caclulates the entropy of the file, NOT including the blanks 
and frequency 
for json_file in my_df['file_path']: # for all files in the dataframe 
    with open(json_file) as f: 
        text = json.load(f)["src"] 
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        text2 = re.split('[\@\*\$\~|^\(\)\{\}\.\[\]\n,;\|\s=\"\'\?\!\+\-\/:><&\%\\\\]',text)  
        temp_counter = collections.Counter(text2) # temp counter acts as the list of 
frequencies for type 1 including blanks 
        temp2 = collections.Counter() # temp2 will be for the type 2 counts not using blanks 
        temp2 = temp2 + temp_counter 
        del temp2[''] 
        uniq_ele_count = len(temp_counter) # This is the number of unique elements in the 
file for type 1 and 2 
        uniq_ele_count2 = len(temp2) 
        c1 = dict(temp_counter) 
        c2 = dict(temp2) 
        val1 = list(c1.values()) 
        val2 = list(c2.values()) 
        tot1 = sum(val1) # tot 1 and tot2 are the total number of elements for tye 1 and type 
2 
        tot2 = sum(val2)  
        unique_words.append(uniq_ele_count) 
        unique_words2.append(uniq_ele_count2) 
        total_elements.append(tot1) 
        total_elements2.append(tot2) 
        #********* Now for entropy 
        p_x,p_x2,entropy,entropy2,n = 0,0,0,0,0 
        for i,x in enumerate(val1): 
            p_x = (val1[i]/tot1) 
            if p_x>0: 
                n+=1 
                entropy += - p_x*math.log(p_x,2) 
        unique_word_entropy.append(entropy) 
        for i,x in enumerate(val2): 
            p_x2 = (val2[i]/tot2) 
            if p_x2>0: 
                n+=1 
                entropy2 += - p_x2*math.log(p_x2,2) 
        unique_word_entropy2.append(entropy2) 
        #********* End of Entropy Calculations 
# Assign our lists to the dataframe 
my_df['unique_elements'] = unique_words 
my_df['total elements'] = total_elements 
my_df['unique_elements2'] = unique_words2 
my_df['total elements2'] = total_elements2      
my_df['unique_word_entropy'] = unique_word_entropy 
my_df['unique_word_entropy2'] = unique_word_entropy2 
my_df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
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# This block is creating a single list of all keywords by concatenating lists of words with 
different categories [27]-[29]. 
eve_hand = ['onAbort','onBlur','onChange','onClick','onDblClick', 
            'onDragDrop','onError','onFocus','onKeyDown','onKeyPress', 
            'onKeyUp','onLoad','onMouseDown','onMouseMove','onMouseOverImage', 
            
'onMouseUp','onMove','onReset','onResize','onSelect','onSubmit','onUnload','addEventLis
tener'] 
res_words = ['abstract','arguements','boolean','break','byte','case', 
            'char','class','const','continue','debugger','default','delete', 
             'do','double','enum','export','extends','false','final', 
             'finally','float','for','goto','if','implements','import','in', 
            'instanceof','int','interface','let','long','native','new','null','package', 
            'private','protected','public','short','static','super','synchronized', 
            'this','throw','throws','transient','true','try','typeof','void', 
            'volatile','while','with','yield', 'switch', 'else', 'return', 'var'] # switch removed, else 
removed, return removed, var removed 
obj_prop_meth = ['Array','Date','eval','function','hasOwnProperty','Infinity', 
                'isFinite','isNaN','isPrototypeOf','length','Math','NaN','name', 
                
'Number','Object','prototype','String','toString','undefined','valueOf','map','constructor'] 
async_words = ['async','await','setTimeout','setInterval','then','fetch','Promise','catch'] # 
catch removed 
# await and catch are res words as well as asyncronous words, eval is a res word as well 
as OPM 
key_list2 = res_words + obj_prop_meth + eve_hand + async_words  
 
import collections 
import re 
# This block goes through every file in js_path list, breaks the file into a list of terms, 
counts the frequency of each term pulls out the counts for each keyword in  
# key_list 2, and creates a frequency table dataFrame consisting of 117 keywords as 
columns, for all datapoints 
eve_uses = [] 
res_uses = [] 
OPM_uses = [] 
async_uses = [] 
#other_uses = [] 
total_key_uses =[] # count the number of keyword uses (includes duplicates) that match 
the keyword_list2 
df = pd.DataFrame(columns = key_list2) 
#df 
for json_file in my_df['file_path']: # for all files in the dataframe 
    with open(json_file) as f: 
        text = json.load(f)["src"] 
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        text2 = re.split('[\@\*\$\~|^\(\)\{\}\.\[\]\n,;\|\s=\"\'\?\!\+\-\/:><&\%\\\\]',text)  
        temp_counter = collections.Counter(text2) 
        temp_dict = dict(temp_counter) 
        key_freq = [] 
        eve_frequency = [] 
        res_frequency = [] 
        OPM_frequency = [] 
        asy_frequency = [] 
        for word in key_list2: 
            eve_freq,res_freq,OPM_freq,asy_freq = 0,0,0,0 
            if word in temp_dict: 
                #print(word,': key exists, uses is: ', zz[word]) 
                key_freq.append(temp_dict[word]) 
                if word in eve_hand: 
                    eve_freq = temp_dict[word] 
                elif word in res_words: 
                    res_freq = temp_dict[word] 
                elif word in obj_prop_meth: 
                    OPM_freq = temp_dict[word] 
                else: 
                    asy_freq = temp_dict[word] 
            else: 
                #print(word, ':key doesnt exist') 
                key_freq.append(0) 
            eve_frequency.append(eve_freq) 
            res_frequency.append(res_freq) 
            OPM_frequency.append(OPM_freq) 
            asy_frequency.append(asy_freq)                         
        total_key_word_uses = sum(key_freq) # sum up how many keywords are used total 
in the file, passed to dataframe, this includes duplicates 
        total_key_uses.append(total_key_word_uses)  
        eve_uses.append(sum(eve_frequency)) 
        res_uses.append(sum(res_frequency)) 
        OPM_uses.append(sum(OPM_frequency)) 
        async_uses.append(sum(asy_frequency))                 
        dftemp = pd.DataFrame([key_freq],columns=key_list2) 
        df = pd.concat([df,dftemp], ignore_index=True,axis=0) 
my_df['keyword_uses'] = total_key_uses 
my_df['event word uses'] = eve_uses 
my_df['reserve word uses'] = res_uses  
my_df['O.P.M. uses'] = OPM_uses  
my_df['async uses'] = async_uses 
# df is seperate for now and represents the dataframe of individual keywords 
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# Here we are saving both dataframes, my_df contains major metrics while df is the 
dataframe of just the keywords as features 
my_df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
 
# load the dataframe to work on a specific portion 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
my_df = pd.read_csv('my_dataFrame3.csv') 
 
# This block, is assigning the rank of each datapoint according to its rank on the list of 
top 30K websites 
import pandas as pd 
site_rank = [] # create list to add to dataframe 
rank_df = pd.read_csv('top30k.txt',header = None) # read our list of ranked sites 
rank = list(range(1,30001)) # create our rank list to add to the rank dataframe 
rank_df['rank'] = rank 
rank_df.columns = ['site','rank'] # establish rank dataframe 
for sites in my_df['file_name']: # for all datapoints in working dataframe, we strip off the 
beginning and end of the site to match the name format in the rank dataframe 
    name = sites.split('www.')[1] 
    name = name.split('_')[0]                               
    result = rank_df.loc[rank_df['site'].str.contains(name,case=False),'rank'].iloc[0] # we 
match the name of the datafile to a name in the ranked list, and assign the rank to the 
datapoint 
    site_rank.append(result) #  
my_df['site rank'] = site_rank 
 
# save the dataFrame for access later 
my_df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
 
# load the dataframe to work on a specific portion 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
my_df = pd.read_csv('my_dataFrame3.csv') 
 
# This block will take raw counts and convert them into ratios that may be more useful, 
we are also rounding the decimal places to 5 digits to be more managable 
my_df['keyword percentage'] = my_df['keyword_uses']/my_df['total elements'] # 
percentage of total elements including blanks that are in the keyword list 
my_df['keyword percentage2'] = my_df['keyword_uses']/my_df['total elements2'] # 
percentage of total elements NOT including blanks that are in the keyword list 
my_df['average_line_size'] = my_df['file_size']/my_df['file_line_count'] # calculate the 
average byte size per line 
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my_df['blank elements']=my_df['total elements']-my_df['total elements2'] # calculate the 
total number of blank elements in the file 
my_df['unique element ratio']=my_df['unique_elements']/my_df['total elements'] # 
calculate the ratio of the number of unique elements to the total number of elements 
blanks included 
my_df['unique element ratio2']=my_df['unique_elements2']/my_df['total elements2'] # 
calculate the ratio of the number of unique elements to the total number of elements, 
blanks NOT included 
my_df['blank element percentage'] = my_df['blank elements']/my_df['total elements'] # 
calculate the percentage of the file that is blank elements 
my_df['blank element ratio'] = my_df['blank elements']/my_df['total elements2'] # 
calculate the ration of blank elements to non-blank elements in the file 
my_df = my_df.round(5) 
my_df = my_df.replace([np.inf],0) 
 
# We are rearranging our dataFrame to put all data on the right and info on the left 
my_df = my_df[['file_name','file_path','site rank','rank prelim class','file_size', 
'file_line_count','average_line_size', 
               'total elements','blank elements','blank element 
percentage','unique_elements','unique element ratio','unique_word_entropy','blank 
element ratio', 
               'total elements2','unique_elements2','unique element 
ratio2','unique_word_entropy2', 
               'keyword_uses','keyword percentage','keyword percentage2','event word 
uses','reserve word uses','O.P.M. uses','async uses', 
               ]]  
 
# Another Save  
my_df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
 
 
from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 
from scipy.spatial.distance import cdist 
import matplotlib.pylab as plt 
# load dataset called 'original' 
original = pd.read_csv('my_dataFrame3.csv') 
expanded = pd.read_csv('Expanded_DataFrame3.csv') 
#********** 
# We want to implement a check and remove for any columns that have all zero values  
# the my_df != 0 creates a boolean dataframe which is true when value is non-zero 
# (my_df !=0).any(axis=0) returns a series indicating which columns have non-zero 
values, my_df.loc selects those columns, and we can reassign my_df to this value to 
remove the empty column 
original = original.loc[:,(original != 0).any(axis=0)] 
expanded = expanded.loc[:,(expanded != 0).any(axis=0)] 
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#********** 
original.fillna(0,inplace=True) # We use this command to fill in or replace the null or 
missing values with a zero 
expanded.fillna(0,inplace=True) 
# we chose zero because the two parameters, unique element ratio2 is derived by the ratio 
(unique elements 2)/(total elements 2) likewise, keyword percentage 2 is (keyword 
uses)/(total elements 2) 
# the reason we are getting empty/null values is because the denominator is zero in both 
cases, the 'total elements 2' is 0, because the corresponding file only has special 
characters in it, ie () or {} and not other info 
# so this causes the bad values. in this case we substitute zero for the total value since we 
cant divide by zero, but these files are very small overall and so any and all values should 
be almost zero 
df = pd.concat([original,expanded],axis = 1) # here we create the base dataset,  
df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
 
# This block reads the current dataframe and creates the 3 size categories, small, medium 
and large based on relative size defined by the first 1000 datapoints. using more makes 
grouping worse due to extreme outliers. 
from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 
from scipy.spatial.distance import cdist 
import matplotlib.pylab as plt 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
import seaborn as sns 
df_o = pd.read_csv('Combined_DataFrame.csv') 
#z = len(df_o) 
#kmeans_class = ['NA']*z 
#df_o['kmeans class'] = kmeans_class 
#********** 
df = df_o.iloc[:1000,:] 
#********** 
work = df.iloc[:,4:] # contains the dataset of only numeric values starting with file_size, 
df_copy = df.iloc[:,4:] # The same as work, will be used for a different function later 
#s_work = work.apply(zscore, nan_policy ='omit') # Normalizing the work dataset using 
a zscore,  
#print(s_work.columns)on all columns, z = data (value-sample mean/standard deviation) 
for each column 
#********** 
# In this block we want to use a k-means to find the ideal split into large and small 
versions of the dataframe to reduce the impact of size on classification 
meanDistortion = [] 
# we will use the work dataset and specifically columns, filesize, file_line_count and total 
elements [0,1,3] in the determination, and k = 2 clusters 
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df_split = work.iloc[:,[0,3]] # We are only actually using file_size elements here because 
it has the lowest variance vs using all 3 
# df_split.columns 
split_model = KMeans(n_clusters=3) 
sp = split_model.fit(df_split) 
split_prediction=sp.predict(df_split) 
meanDistortion.append(sum(np.min(cdist(df_split,split_model.cluster_centers_,'euclidea
n'),axis=1))/df_split.shape[0]) 
plt.figure(figsize=(8,8)) 
# plt.plot(3,meanDistortion,'x-') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
# plt.xlabel('n = 3 clusters') 
# plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion (Variance)') 
# plt.title('Cluster vs Variance Visualization') 
df_copy['size_category'] = split_prediction 
print(df_copy['size_category'].value_counts()) 
# The vast majority of files are in the small category, so we will assign whichever is the 
largest group to a df to a small dataset and the large data to a large dataset 
# Since K-means starts with random data, it does not consistently group the same 
datapoints to the same values on repeated runs, so we need to make sure we always have 
# The correct datasets 
a = (df_copy[df_copy.size_category==0]) 
amean = a['file_size'].mean() 
b = (df_copy[df_copy.size_category==1]) 
bmean = b['file_size'].mean() 
c = (df_copy[df_copy.size_category==2]) 
cmean = c['file_size'].mean() 
if (amean<bmean)&(amean<cmean): # if category a is larger than category b, we know 
that a is the dataset of smaller files, and b is the dataset with larger files and we can create 
the subsets 
    small_mean = amean 
    if(bmean<cmean): 
        mid_mean = bmean 
        large_mean = cmean 
    else: 
        large_mean=bmean 
        mid_mean=cmean 
elif (bmean<amean)&(bmean<cmean):     
    small_mean = bmean 
    if(amean>cmean): 
        large_mean=amean 
        mid_mean = cmean 
    else: 
        large_mean=cmean 
        mid_mean=amean 
else: #cmean is the smallest 
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    small_mean = cmean 
    if(amean>bmean): 
        large_mean=amean 
        mid_mean=bmean 
    else: 
        large_mean=bmean 
        mid_mean=amean 
groups = df_copy.groupby('size_category') 
for name,group in groups: 
    plt.plot(group['file_size'],group['total elements'],marker="o",linestyle="",label =name) 
plt.legend() 
plt.xlabel('File Size (bytes)') 
plt.ylabel('Key word Uses') 
plt.title('Size Category Visualization') 
l = [] 
km_class = [] 
for index,row in df_o.iterrows(): 
    temp = df_o['file_size'][index] 
    dif1 = abs(temp-small_mean) 
    dif2 = abs(temp-mid_mean) 
    dif3 = abs(temp-large_mean) 
    if (dif1<dif2)&(dif1<dif3): 
        l.append('small') 
        km_class.append('') 
    elif (dif2<dif1)&(dif2<dif3): 
        l.append('medium') 
        km_class.append('') 
    else: 
        l.append('large') 
        if dif3>(5*large_mean): 
            print('abnormal based on size alone') 
            km_class.append('1') 
        else: 
            km_class.append('') 
df_o['size_cat'] = l 
df_o['KM Class'] = km_class 
 
# This block creates our three tiers of data and saves them for access later 
df_10k = df_o.iloc[:10000,:] 
df_50k = df_o.iloc[:50000,:] 
df_100k = df_o 
df_10k.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
df_50k.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
df_100k.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
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APPENDIX D: PYTHON SCRIPT FOR K-MEANS CLUSTERING 
ANALYSIS 

This appendix contains the code used to apply K-means clustering to the small 

category data from the 100 000 datapoints. All other groups have near identical code with 

exceptions due to the manual choice of SCP’s based on performance but reflects the 

process of applying and selecting clusters used in all groups tested, thus they were not 

included. Within the code are two different blocks of repeating code that were adapted 

from external sources [32], [33] to create elbow plots and silhouette plots used in the 

analysis of the K-means clustering performance.  

The first block of adapted code is used to create the elbow plot and was adapted 

from an online Udemy course for ML that is no longer available. The code used specifically 

calculates the mean distortion for a dataset for cluster values ranging between 1 and 10, 

and then plots them. This was adapted for the data subsets built for this thesis and repeated 

ten times to compare the elbow plots of all data subsets, and then four more times to 

compare the best performing data subsets [32]. The results appear in Figure 7 and Figure 

8.  

The second block of adapted code was adapted from an online forum. The page 

specifically covers how to effectively display a silhouette plot as a means of analyzing K-

means clustering. The code calculates a silhouette score for all datapoints in the dataset 

provided, plots them on a horizontal bar plot that visualizes the clustering of K-means, 

displays the average silhouette score, and places it in a formatted window for easy analysis 

of the K-means performance [33]. The code was adapted to produce a plot for all cluster 

values between two and nine, and the code was repeated for the four best performing 

datasets from the elbow analysis. The results of the code are given in Figure 9.  

The code contains partial comments to assist in understanding; file paths and 

locations are omitted for privacy reasons. The two blocks of adapted code have comments 

about their use within the code. The ten subset feature lists containing keywords from 

Appendix B are also in this section and explicitly use those keywords from Appendix A 

[27]–[29]. 
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# Read our dataFrame CSV and implement K-means  
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
#import matplotlib.pylab as plt 
%matplotlib inline 
import seaborn as sns 
from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 
from scipy.stats import zscore 
from scipy.spatial.distance import cdist 
from numpy.linalg import norm 
import sklearn.preprocessing  
from sklearn.metrics import silhouette_samples, silhouette_score 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
df_o = pd.read_csv('df_100k.csv') 
# split by size category 
small_df = df_o[df_o['size_cat']=='small'] 
medium_df = df_o[df_o['size_cat']=='medium'] 
large_df = df_o[df_o['size_cat']=='large'] 
# eliminate empty columns 
small_df = small_df.loc[:,(small_df != 0).any(axis=0)] 
medium_df = medium_df.loc[:,(medium_df != 0).any(axis=0)] 
large_df = large_df.loc[:,(large_df != 0).any(axis=0)] 
# replace na with zero due to division by zero in earlier metric calculations 
small_df.fillna(0,inplace=True) 
medium_df.fillna(0,inplace=True) 
large_df.fillna(0,inplace=True) 
# create scaled datasets for k-means 
small_df_work = small_df.iloc[:,4:-2] 
s_work_small = small_df_work.apply(zscore,nan_policy ='omit') 
medium_df_work = medium_df.iloc[:,4:-2] 
s_work_medium = medium_df_work.apply(zscore,nan_policy ='omit') 
large_df_work = large_df.iloc[:,4:-2] 
s_work_large = large_df_work.apply(zscore,nan_policy ='omit') 
 
# choose which size category to work with 
s_work = s_work_small 
#********** 
# This block creates 10 subsets of our normalized working dataset called 's_work_X' 
where X is the set number, each set has a different selection of chosen datapoints. 
#********** 
# This block is for the 'no removal of columns case, all data used' 
s_work_1 = s_work 
# This block removes file size and line count 
s_work_2 = s_work.iloc[:,3:] 
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# This block will remove all type 1 terms, total elements, blank elements, blank element 
percentage, keyword percentage,unique elements, unique element ratio, and unique word 
entropy 
s_work_3 = s_work.drop(['total elements','blank elements','blank element percentage', 
'keyword percentage','unique_elements','unique element 
ratio','unique_word_entropy'],axis=1) 
# This block will remove all type 2 terms, total elements2, blank elements ratio, keyword 
percentage2, unique_elements2, unique element ratio2, unique_word_entropy2 
#s_work_4 = s_work 
#s_work_4.drop(['total elements2', 'blank element ratio', 'keyword percentage2', 
'unique_elements2', 'unique element ratio2', 'unique_word_entropy2'],axis=1) 
s_work_4 = s_work.drop(['total elements2', 'blank element ratio', 'keyword percentage2', 
'unique_elements2', 'unique element ratio2', 'unique_word_entropy2'],axis=1) 
# This block will remove all values except the individual keywords 
s_work_5 = s_work.iloc[:,21:] 
# This block only contains low correlation calculated terms Keyword percent 2, unique 
elements ratio 2, unique entropy 2, and blank elements ratio 
s_work_6 = s_work.iloc[:,[9,12,13,16]] 
# This Block will remove any excess, or overly exlicit values, we will use;, total 
elements, blank elements, total elements2, unique_elements2, unique_word entropy2, 
events, reserve,OPM and other 
s_work_7 = s_work.iloc[:,[3,4,10,11,12,13,14,17,18,19,20]] 
# This block will remove all calculated statistics, keyword percentage 1 and 2, average 
line size, blank elements, blank element ratio and precentage, and unique element ratio 1 
and 2 
s_work_8 = s_work.iloc[:,[10,11,13,14,17,18,19,20]] 
# this block has  reduced features as set 8 
s_work_9 = s_work.iloc[:,[11,13,17,18,19,20]] 
# all low correlation features 
s_work_10 = s_work[['blank element percentage', 'unique element ratio', 
       'blank element ratio', 'unique element ratio2', 'keyword percentage2', 
       'abstract', 'byte', 'class', 'debugger', 'double', 'enum', 'export', 
       'extends', 'false', 'final', 'float', 'goto', 'int', 'interface', 'let', 
       'native', 'package', 'private', 'protected', 'public', 'short', 
       'synchronized', 'throws', 'transient', 'volatile', 'eval', 'map', 
       'onAbort', 'onDblClick', 'onKeyPress', 'onKeyUp', 
       'onLoad', 'onMouseMove', 'onMove', 'onReset', 'onResize', 'onSubmit', 
       'onUnload', 'await']] 
 
# In this block we will use KMEANS algorithm to determine a how many cluster centers 
to consider for grouping. KMEANS is using a Euclidean distance between the datapoints 
in order to 
# Minimize the distance between each datapoint and the cluster centers. We are using a 
range [1-10) clusters centers for the algoritm and we then plot the Variance or 
meanDistorition  
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# between the datapoints and the cluster centers for the number of cluster centers chosen. 
We Are doing this for each dataset chosen in the previous cell, and chosing the model 
with the  
# lowest variance to analyze more closely and bring into the next phase of Learning. 
# we will try to use elbow method to find appropriate K value 
 
#********** 
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
clusters =range(1,10) 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_1) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_1) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_1,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_1.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values,  
    # 'average variance between clusters' 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'-', label='set1') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method, set 1') 
#********** 
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_2) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_2) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_2,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_2.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters' 
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'--', label='set2') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method, set 2')     
#**********    
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# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_3) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_3) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_3,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_3.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters' 
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'-.', label='set3') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method, set 3')     
#**********    
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_4) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_4) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_4,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_4.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters' 
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,':', label='set4') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method, set 4')     
#**********    
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_5) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_5) 
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meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_5,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_5.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters' 
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'-o', label='set5') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method, set 5')     
#**********    
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_6) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_6) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_6,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_6.shape[0]) 
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'-s', label='set6') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method')         
# This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the cluster 
centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average variance 
between clusters' 
#**********   
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_7) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_7) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_7,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_7.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters'     
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'--*', label='set7') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
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#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method')     
#**********    
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_8) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_8) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_8,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_8.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters'     
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'-.D', label='set8') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method')     
#**********    
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_9) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_9) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_9,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_9.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters'     
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,':H', label='set9') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method')     
#**********   
# All features have a correlation <0.5 with every other feature in set 
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_10) 
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    prediction=model.predict(s_work_10) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_10,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'
),axis=1))/s_work_10.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters'     
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'-h', label='set10') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('K-Clusters') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting K Via Elbow Method')     
#**********  
plt.legend(loc='upper right') 
# Best performin  models are 4) set 7, all type 2 and keyword categories, ['total elements', 
'blank elements', 'total elements2', 'unique_elements2', 'unique element ratio2', 
'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword_uses','event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 'O.P.M. 
uses', 'async uses'] 
#........................... 3) set 6, the smallest uncorrelated subset with 4 columns, 'blank 
element ratio', 'unique element ratio2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword percentage2' 
#........................... 2) set 8, reduced version of 7, ['total elements2', 'unique_elements2', 
'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword_uses', 'event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 'O.P.M. 
uses', 'async uses'] 
#........................... 1) set 9, A small featureset with reduced but not insignificant 
correlation,  ['unique_elements2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'event word uses', 'reserve 
word uses', 'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses'] 
 
 
# This code will plot the elbow for the four best perfroming k-means models only 
clusters = range(1,10) 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
distortion_df =pd.DataFrame() 
#********** 
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_6) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_6) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_6,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_6.shape[0]) 
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'-s', label='set6') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
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#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method') 
distortion_df['set 6 distortion']  = meanDistortions 
# This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the cluster 
centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average variance 
between clusters' 
#**********   
print(meanDistortions) 
#**********   
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_7) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_7) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_7,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_7.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters'     
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'--*', label='set7') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method')     
distortion_df['set 7 distortion']  = meanDistortions 
#**********    
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_8) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_8) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_8,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_8.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters'     
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,'-.D', label='set8') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('k') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method')  
distortion_df['set 8 distortion']  = meanDistortions 
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#**********    
# This method was adapted from class Notes taken from Udemy.com from a course in 
Machine Learning [32]. 
meanDistortions = [] 
for k in clusters: 
    model=KMeans(n_clusters=k) 
    model.fit(s_work_9) 
    prediction=model.predict(s_work_9) 
    
meanDistortions.append(sum(np.min(cdist(s_work_9,model.cluster_centers_,'euclidean'),
axis=1))/s_work_9.shape[0]) 
    # This last command creates a list of the average minimum distances between the 
cluster centers and each point, calculating distances using euclidean values, 'average 
variance between clusters'     
plt.plot(clusters,meanDistortions,':H', label='set9') # plotting cluster means vs variances 
plt.xlabel('K -Clusters') 
plt.ylabel('Mean Distortion') 
plt.legend(loc='upper right') 
#plt.title('Selecting k with the elbow method')  
distortion_df['set 9 distortion']  = meanDistortions 
# End of adapted code from class notes taken from Udemy.com. 
 
 
# This block looks at the correlation of the 4 best subsets 
plt.figure(figsize=(8,8)) 
sns.heatmap(s_work_6.corr(), vmax=1,square=True,annot=True,cmap='viridis') 
plt.title('Correlation Between Features of Normalized Subset 6') 
plt.show() 
plt.figure(figsize=(8,8)) 
sns.heatmap(s_work_7.corr(), vmax=1,square=True,annot=True,cmap='viridis') 
plt.title('Correlation Between Features of Normalized Subset 7') 
plt.show() 
plt.figure(figsize=(8,8)) 
sns.heatmap(s_work_8.corr(), vmax=1,square=True,annot=True,cmap='viridis') 
plt.title('Correlation Between Features of Normalized Subset 8') 
plt.show() 
plt.figure(figsize=(8,8)) 
sns.heatmap(s_work_9.corr(), vmax=1,square=True,annot=True,cmap='viridis') 
plt.title('Correlation Between Features of Normalized Subset 9') 
plt.show() 
 
# In this block we will look at Silhouette plots for the best sets and clusters noted above 
    # Silhouette Analysis.  
    # Thickness of each par is relative to the size of the cluster in terms of number of 
datapoints 
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    # for each sample the average distance from all other datapoints in the cluster is 
computed as ai 
    # the average distance from the datapoint to all datapoints in nearest neighbor cluster is 
calculated as bi 
    # a coefficient is calculated as (bi - ai)/max(ai,bi) 
    # so, 
    # The closer a sample is to 1, the further away from neighboring clusters, good 
    # If a sample is around 0, it is very close to neighboring clusters, these are fringe 
datapoints 
    # If a sample is near -1 it is assigned to the wrong cluster, bad 
# The following code was adapted from Mukesh Chaudhary's post on medium.com 
regarding the creation of silhouette plots [33]. 
X_std = sklearn.preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit_transform(s_work_6) 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8,56)) 
for i,k in enumerate([2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]):  
    ax1=fig.add_subplot(8,1,i+1) 
    km = KMeans(n_clusters = k) 
    labels = km.fit_predict(X_std) 
    centroids = km.cluster_centers_ 
    silhouette_vals=silhouette_samples(X_std, labels)  
    y_ticks = [] 
    y_lower, y_upper = 0,0 
    for i,cluster in enumerate(np.unique(labels)): 
        cluster_silhouette_vals = silhouette_vals[labels == cluster] 
        cluster_silhouette_vals.sort() 
        y_upper += len(cluster_silhouette_vals) 
        ax1.barh(range(y_lower,y_upper), cluster_silhouette_vals, edgecolor = 'none', height 
= 1) 
        ax1.text(-0.03, (y_lower + y_upper)/ 2, str(i + 1)) 
        y_lower += len(cluster_silhouette_vals)        
    avg_score = np.mean(silhouette_vals).round(4) 
    ax1.axvline(avg_score,linestyle='--', linewidth = 2,color='green') 
    ax1.set_yticks([]) 
    ax1.set_xlim([-0.1, 1]) 
    ax1.set_xlabel('Silhouette Coefficient Values') 
    ax1.set_ylabel('Cluster Labels') 
    ax1.set_title('Silhouette Plot for ' + str(i+1) + ' Clusters and Subset 6', y=1.02) 
    #ax1.text(avg_score-0.05,(i/2),'AvSS: ' + str(avg_score), rotation='vertical') 
    ax1.text(1.02,(i),'AvSS: ' + str(avg_score), rotation= -90) 
# The following code was adapted from Mukesh Chaudhary's post on medium.com 
regarding the creation of silhouette plots [33]. 
X_std = sklearn.preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit_transform(s_work_7) 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8,56)) 
for i,k in enumerate([2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]):  
    ax1=fig.add_subplot(8,1,i+1) 
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    km = KMeans(n_clusters = k) 
    labels = km.fit_predict(X_std) 
    centroids = km.cluster_centers_ 
    silhouette_vals=silhouette_samples(X_std, labels) 
    y_ticks = [] 
    y_lower, y_upper = 0,0 
    for i,cluster in enumerate(np.unique(labels)): 
        cluster_silhouette_vals = silhouette_vals[labels == cluster] 
        cluster_silhouette_vals.sort() 
        y_upper += len(cluster_silhouette_vals) 
        ax1.barh(range(y_lower,y_upper), cluster_silhouette_vals, edgecolor = 'none', height 
= 1) 
        ax1.text(-0.03, (y_lower + y_upper)/ 2, str(i + 1)) 
        y_lower += len(cluster_silhouette_vals)     
    avg_score = np.mean(silhouette_vals).round(4) 
    ax1.axvline(avg_score,linestyle='--', linewidth = 2,color='green') 
    ax1.set_yticks([]) 
    ax1.set_xlim([-0.1, 1]) 
    ax1.set_xlabel('Silhouette Coefficient Values') 
    ax1.set_ylabel('Cluster Labels') 
    ax1.set_title('Silhouette Plot for ' + str(i+1) + ' Clusters and Subset 7', y=1.02) 
    #ax1.text(avg_score-0.05,(i/2),'AvSS: ' + str(avg_score), rotation='vertical') 
    ax1.text(1.02,(i),'AvSS: ' + str(avg_score), rotation= -90)  
# The following code was adapted from Mukesh Chaudhary's post on medium.com 
regarding the creation of silhouette plots  [33]. 
X_std = sklearn.preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit_transform(s_work_8) 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8,56)) 
for i,k in enumerate([2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]):  
    ax1=fig.add_subplot(8,1,i+1) 
    km = KMeans(n_clusters = k) 
    labels = km.fit_predict(X_std) 
    centroids = km.cluster_centers_ 
    silhouette_vals=silhouette_samples(X_std, labels) 
    y_ticks = [] 
    y_lower, y_upper = 0,0 
    for i,cluster in enumerate(np.unique(labels)): 
        cluster_silhouette_vals = silhouette_vals[labels == cluster] 
        cluster_silhouette_vals.sort() 
        y_upper += len(cluster_silhouette_vals) 
        ax1.barh(range(y_lower,y_upper), cluster_silhouette_vals, edgecolor = 'none', height 
= 1) 
        ax1.text(-0.03, (y_lower + y_upper)/ 2, str(i + 1)) 
        y_lower += len(cluster_silhouette_vals)     
    avg_score = np.mean(silhouette_vals).round(4) 
    ax1.axvline(avg_score,linestyle='--', linewidth = 2,color='green') 
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    ax1.set_yticks([]) 
    ax1.set_xlim([-0.1, 1]) 
    ax1.set_xlabel('Silhouette Coefficient Values') 
    ax1.set_ylabel('Cluster Labels') 
    ax1.set_title('Silhouette Plot for ' + str(i+1) + ' Clusters and Subset 8', y=1.02) 
    #ax1.text(avg_score-0.05,(i/2),'AvSS: ' + str(avg_score), rotation='vertical') 
    ax1.text(1.02,(i),'AvSS: ' + str(avg_score), rotation= -90) 
# The following code was adapted from Mukesh Chaudhary's post on medium.com 
regarding the creation of silhouette plots [33]. 
X_std = sklearn.preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit_transform(s_work_9) 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8,56)) 
for i,k in enumerate([2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]):  
    ax1=fig.add_subplot(8,1,i+1) 
    km = KMeans(n_clusters = k) 
    labels = km.fit_predict(X_std) 
    centroids = km.cluster_centers_ 
    silhouette_vals=silhouette_samples(X_std, labels) 
    y_ticks = [] 
    y_lower, y_upper = 0,0 
    for i,cluster in enumerate(np.unique(labels)): 
        cluster_silhouette_vals = silhouette_vals[labels == cluster] 
        cluster_silhouette_vals.sort() 
        y_upper += len(cluster_silhouette_vals) 
        ax1.barh(range(y_lower,y_upper), cluster_silhouette_vals, edgecolor = 'none', height 
= 1) 
        ax1.text(-0.03, (y_lower + y_upper)/ 2, str(i + 1)) 
        y_lower += len(cluster_silhouette_vals)    
    avg_score = np.mean(silhouette_vals).round(4) 
    ax1.axvline(avg_score,linestyle='--', linewidth = 2,color='green') 
    ax1.set_yticks([]) 
    ax1.set_xlim([-0.1, 1]) 
    ax1.set_xlabel('Silhouette Coefficient Values') 
    ax1.set_ylabel('Cluster Labels') 
    ax1.set_title('Silhouette Plot for ' + str(i+1) + ' Clusters and Subset 9', y=1.02) 
    #ax1.text(avg_score-0.05,(i/2),'AvSS: ' + str(avg_score), rotation='vertical') 
    ax1.text(1.02,(i),'AvSS: ' + str(avg_score), rotation= -90) 
 
# End of adapted code from Mukesh Chaudhary's post on medium.com. 
 
# In this block we will create all clusters for the various datasets to examine further and 
apply them to the work dataset 
# For the naming scheme, the first number is the data_subset, the second number is how 
many clusters     
model2 = KMeans(2) 
model3 = KMeans(3) 
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model4 = KMeans(4) 
model5 = KMeans(5) 
model6 = KMeans(6) 
model7 = KMeans(7) 
model8 = KMeans(8) 
#********** Set6 Clusters  
m6_6 = model6.fit(s_work_6) 
p6_6 = m6_6.predict(s_work_6) 
small_df['C6-6'] = p6_6 
#********** Set8 Clusters  
m8_2 = model2.fit(s_work_8) 
p8_2 = m8_2.predict(s_work_8) 
small_df['C8-2'] = p8_2 
m8_8 = model8.fit(s_work_8) 
p8_8 = m8_8.predict(s_work_8) 
small_df['C8-8'] = p8_8 
#********** Set9 Clusters 
m9_4 = model4.fit(s_work_9) 
p9_4 = m9_4.predict(s_work_9) 
small_df['C9-4'] = p9_4 
# Here we can visualize the groupings of set 7, the lowest variance set, and the 
distribution of how many datapoints fit in all of the classifications 
columns = list(['C6-6','C8-2','C8-8','C9-4']) 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i,col in enumerate(small_df[columns]): 
    ax=fig.add_subplot(2,2,i+1) # create a subplot 
    small_df[col].hist(bins=8,ax=ax,align='mid') # create histogram with the column data 
    ax.set_title(col + " Distribution") # create title 
    ax.set_xlabel('Cluster Labels') 
    ax.set_ylabel('Cluster Size') 
    #large_df[i].hist(bins=10,figsize=(10,5), align='mid', label = ['test', 'test']) 
plt.suptitle(' Distribution of Data into Clusters for Chosen Subset/Cluster Pairs') 
# We can save the chosen KMEANS Classifier Columns to our dataframe, or a new 
dataframe to bring to later analysis, note we are adding it to a copy of the df unscaled 
dataset because 
# we only wanted the datascaled to determine cluster centers 
#small_df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
 
 
# In this block we can visualize the distribution of data relative to size, and total elements 
to see how size has effected grouping 
plt.figure(figsize=(6,24)) 
groups = small_df.groupby('C6-6') 
for name,group in groups: 
    plt.subplot(411) 
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    plt.plot(group['file_size'],group['total elements'],marker="o",linestyle="",label =name) 
plt.legend() 
plt.xlabel('File Size (bytes)') 
plt.ylabel('Key word Uses') 
plt.title('Size Category Visualization Set 6 w/ 7 Clusters') 
groups = small_df.groupby('C8-2') 
for name,group in groups: 
    plt.subplot(412) 
    plt.plot(group['file_size'],group['total elements'],marker="o",linestyle="",label =name) 
plt.legend() 
plt.xlabel('File Size (bytes)') 
plt.ylabel('Key word Uses') 
plt.title('Size Category Visualization Set 8 w/ 2 Clusters') 
groups = small_df.groupby('C8-8') 
for name,group in groups: 
    plt.subplot(413) 
    plt.plot(group['file_size'],group['total elements'],marker="o",linestyle="",label =name) 
plt.legend() 
plt.xlabel('File Size (bytes)') 
plt.ylabel('Key word Uses') 
plt.title('Size Category Visualization Set 8 w/ 8 Clusters') 
groups = small_df.groupby('C9-4') 
for name,group in groups: 
    plt.subplot(414) 
    plt.plot(group['file_size'],group['total elements'],marker="o",linestyle="",label =name) 
plt.legend() 
plt.xlabel('File Size (bytes)') 
plt.ylabel('Key word Uses') 
plt.title('Size Category Visualization Set 9 w/ 4 Clusters') 
 
# now we save the dataframe with the chosen clusters assigned to data as columns for 
each SCP chosen 
small_df.to_csv(r'...', index=False) 
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APPENDIX E: PYTHON SCRIPT CLASSIFICATION AND NAÏVE 
BAYES MODELING 

This appendix contains the code used to translate the cluster selections from K-

means into a binary classification for the small category data from 100 000 datapoints using 

the process discussed in Chapter IV. It also contains the code for applying Naïve Bayes to 

include splitting the data, training the model, and calculating the metrics to compare the 

performance of all chosen SCPs for the nine groups of data. The code contains partial 

comments to assist in understanding, and file paths and locations are omitted for 

privacy/security reasons. 

 

#********** 
# Classification and Naive Bayes Application 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
# %matplotlib inline 
import seaborn as sns 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
from sklearn import metrics 
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression 
import math 
from sklearn.naive_bayes import MultinomialNB # primarily used for text classifcation 
where data represented as word vector counts 
from sklearn.metrics import precision_score, recall_score, f1_score,accuracy_score 
from sklearn.metrics import precision_recall_fscore_support 
from sklearn.metrics import matthews_corrcoef 
from tabulate import tabulate 
import time 
# read data from k-means selection 
df = pd.read_csv('small_df_100k_clusters.csv') 
df = df.drop(['rank prelim class'], axis=1) 
#df['KM Class'].sum() 
df['KM Class'].replace(0.0,'', inplace=True) 
fs_average = df['file_size'].mean() 
 
# identify the cluster distribution of the clusters, for maual classification, identify 
threshold 
a = df['C6-6'].value_counts() 
b = df['C8-2'].value_counts() 
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c = df['C8-8'].value_counts() 
d = df['C9-4'].value_counts() 
print(a) 
print(b) 
print(c) 
print(d) 
l = (df.shape[0]) # total number of datapoints 
threshold = math.ceil(0.05*l) # set a five percent threshold rounded up to nearest int for 
any clusters greater than 2 
print('length of data: ', l) 
print('threshold value for classification: ',threshold) 
 
# Manually assign classification based on cluster counts and established cluster rules 
temp_class = [] 
for classification in df['C6-6']: 
    #print(classification) 
    if (classification==3)|(classification==1)|(classification==2)|(classification==0):  
         temp_class.append(0) # normal is zero 
    else: 
        temp_class.append(1) # unknown is one 
df['Class 6-6'] = temp_class 
for i in range(0,df.shape[0]): 
    if df['KM Class'][i] == 1: 
        #print(df['KM Class'][i]) 
        print(i, ': ', 'original class: ',temp_class[i], ' reclassified due to size as: ', '1', ' The file 
size is: ', df['file_size'][i], ' vs an average of: ', fs_average) 
        temp_class[i]=1 
        #print(i, ': ', temp_class[i]) 
    #else: 
        #print(i, ': ', temp_class[i]) 
df['Class 6-6'] = temp_class 
temp_class = [] 
for classification in df['C8-2']: 
    #print(classification) 
    if (classification == 0):  
         temp_class.append(0) # normal is zero 
    else: 
        temp_class.append(1) # unknown is one 
df['Class 8-2'] = temp_class 
for i in range(0,df.shape[0]): 
    if df['KM Class'][i] == 1: 
        #print(df['KM Class'][i]) 
        print(i, ': ', 'original class: ',temp_class[i], ' reclassified due to size as: ', '1', ' The file 
size is: ', df['file_size'][i], ' vs an average of: ', fs_average) 
        temp_class[i]=1 
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        #print(i, ': ', temp_class[i]) 
    #else: 
        #print(i, ': ', temp_class[i]) 
df['Class 8-2'] = temp_class 
temp_class = [] 
for classification in df['C8-8']: 
    #print(classification) 
    if (classification == 1)|(classification == 4)|(classification == 7)|(classification == 5): 
         temp_class.append(0) # normal is zero 
    else: 
        temp_class.append(1) # unknown is one 
df['Class 8-8'] = temp_class 
for i in range(0,df.shape[0]): 
    if df['KM Class'][i] == 1: 
        #print(df['KM Class'][i]) 
        print(i, ': ', 'original class: ',temp_class[i], ' reclassified due to size as: ', '1', ' The file 
size is: ', df['file_size'][i], ' vs an average of: ', fs_average) 
        temp_class[i]=1 
        #print(i, ': ', temp_class[i]) 
    #else: 
        #print(i, ': ', temp_class[i]) 
df['Class 8-8'] = temp_class 
temp_class = [] 
for classification in df['C9-4']: 
    #print(classification) 
    if (classification == 0)|(classification == 2)|(classification == 3): 
         temp_class.append(0) # normal is zero 
    else: 
        temp_class.append(1) # unknown is one 
df['Class 9-4'] = temp_class 
for i in range(0,df.shape[0]): 
    if df['KM Class'][i] == 1: 
        #print(df['KM Class'][i]) 
        print(i, ': ', 'original class: ',temp_class[i], ' reclassified due to size as: ', '1', ' The file 
size is: ', df['file_size'][i], ' vs an average of: ', fs_average) 
        temp_class[i]=1 
        #print(i, ': ', temp_class[i]) 
    #else: 
        #print(i, ': ', temp_class[i]) 
df['Class 9-4'] = temp_class 
 
 
# Here we want to create our different X and Y variables for using NB, X is the featureset 
used in clustering, Y is the newly assigned classification 
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X6 = df[['blank element ratio', 'unique element ratio2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword 
percentage2']] # X6 uses the subset 6 data from K-means 
X8 = df[['total elements2', 'unique_elements2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'keyword_uses', 
'event word uses', 'reserve word uses', 'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses']] 
X9 = df[['unique_elements2', 'unique_word_entropy2', 'event word uses', 'reserve word 
uses', 'O.P.M. uses', 'async uses']] 
Y6_6 = df['Class 6-6'] 
Y8_2 = df['Class 8-2'] 
Y8_8 = df['Class 8-8'] 
Y9_4 = df['Class 9-4'] 
 
# Create and display train test split 
x_train,x_test,y_train,y_test = train_test_split(X6,Y6_6,test_size=0.3,random_state=1) 
tt_split_table = [['Counts', 'Train Split','Test Split'], 
                  ['0',y_train.value_counts()[0],y_test.value_counts()[0]], 
                  ['1',y_train.value_counts()[1],y_test.value_counts()[1]]] # manually add zero, 
otherwise error 
print(tabulate(tt_split_table, headers = 'firstrow',tablefmt='pretty')) 
# create, train, and apply NB model 
NB_model = MultinomialNB() 
NB_model.fit(x_train,y_train) 
train_pred = NB_model.predict(x_train) 
test_pred = NB_model.predict(x_test) 
# show confusion matrix of training data 
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_train,train_pred,labels=[0,1]) 
NB_cm = pd.DataFrame(cm,index = [i for i in [0,1]],columns = [i for i in [0,1]]) 
plt.figure(figsize=(15,6)) 
#plt.suptitle('Comparing Training and Testing Splits for Classification 6-6 \n Comparison 
Plot, AvSS = 0.36') 
plt.subplot(121) 
plt.title('CM Training Data') 
sns.heatmap(NB_cm,annot=True, fmt = 'd') 
plt.xlabel('Model Predicted Class (NB Prediction)') 
plt.ylabel('K-Means Classification (True)') 
# show confusion matrix of test data 
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_test,test_pred,labels=[0,1]) 
NB_cm = pd.DataFrame(cm,index = [i for i in [0,1]],columns = [i for i in [0,1]]) 
plt.subplot(122) 
plt.title('CM Test Data') 
sns.heatmap(NB_cm,annot=True, fmt = 'd') 
plt.xlabel('Model Predicted Class (NB Prediction)') 
plt.ylabel('K-Means Classification (True)') 
# output the metrics for train/test 
table = [['Dataset', ' Precision','Recall','Accuracy','F1 Score', 'MCC'],  
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        ['Training Set',precision_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 'weighted', 
zero_division=0).round(4), 
         recall_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 
'weighted').round(4),accuracy_score(y_train,train_pred).round(4), 
         f1_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 'weighted').round(4), 
round(matthews_corrcoef(y_train,train_pred),4)], 
        ['Testing Set',precision_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 
'weighted',zero_division=0).round(4), 
         recall_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 
'weighted').round(4),accuracy_score(y_test,test_pred).round(4), 
         f1_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 'weighted').round(4), 
round(matthews_corrcoef(y_test,test_pred),4)]] 
print(tabulate(table, headers = 'firstrow',tablefmt='pretty')) 
 
#repeat train/test/model/metrics for next SCP 
x_train,x_test,y_train,y_test = train_test_split(X8,Y8_2,test_size=0.3,random_state=1) 
tt_split_table = [['Counts', 'Train Split','Test Split'], 
                  ['0',y_train.value_counts()[0],y_test.value_counts()[0]], 
                  ['1',y_train.value_counts()[1],y_test.value_counts()[1]]] 
print(tabulate(tt_split_table, headers = 'firstrow',tablefmt='pretty')) 
NB_model = MultinomialNB() 
NB_model.fit(x_train,y_train) 
train_pred = NB_model.predict(x_train) 
test_pred = NB_model.predict(x_test) 
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_train,train_pred,labels=[0,1]) 
NB_cm = pd.DataFrame(cm,index = [i for i in [0,1]],columns = [i for i in [0,1]]) 
plt.figure(figsize=(15,6)) 
#plt.suptitle('Comparing Training and Testing Splits for Classification 8-2 \n Best 
Silhouette, AvSS = 0.812') 
plt.subplot(121) 
plt.title('CM Training Data') 
sns.heatmap(NB_cm,annot=True, fmt = 'd') 
plt.xlabel('Model Predicted Class (NB Prediction)') 
plt.ylabel('K-Means Classification (True)') 
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_test,test_pred,labels=[0,1]) 
NB_cm = pd.DataFrame(cm,index = [i for i in [0,1]],columns = [i for i in [0,1]]) 
plt.subplot(122) 
plt.title('CM Test Data') 
sns.heatmap(NB_cm,annot=True, fmt = 'd') 
plt.xlabel('Model Predicted Class (NB Prediction)') 
plt.ylabel('K-Means Classification (True)') 
table = [['Dataset', ' Precision','Recall','Accuracy','F1 Score', 'MCC'],  
        ['Training Set',precision_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 'weighted', 
zero_division=0).round(4),recall_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 
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'weighted').round(4),accuracy_score(y_train,train_pred).round(4),f1_score(y_train,train_
pred,average = 'weighted').round(4), round(matthews_corrcoef(y_train,train_pred),4)], 
        ['Testing Set',precision_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 
'weighted',zero_division=0).round(4),recall_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 
'weighted').round(4),accuracy_score(y_test,test_pred).round(4),f1_score(y_test,test_pred,
average = 'weighted').round(4), round(matthews_corrcoef(y_test,test_pred),4)]] 
print(tabulate(table, headers = 'firstrow',tablefmt='pretty')) 
 
#repeat train/test/model/metrics for next SCP 
x_train,x_test,y_train,y_test = train_test_split(X8,Y8_8,test_size=0.3,random_state=1) 
#print('training counts:\n',y_train.value_counts()) 
#print('testing counts:\n', y_test.value_counts()) 
tt_split_table = [['Counts', 'Train Split','Test Split'], 
                  ['0',y_train.value_counts()[0],y_test.value_counts()[0]], 
                  ['1',y_train.value_counts()[1],y_test.value_counts()[1]]] 
print(tabulate(tt_split_table, headers = 'firstrow',tablefmt='pretty')) 
NB_model = MultinomialNB() 
NB_model.fit(x_train,y_train) 
train_pred = NB_model.predict(x_train) 
test_pred = NB_model.predict(x_test) 
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_train,train_pred,labels=[0,1]) 
NB_cm = pd.DataFrame(cm,index = [i for i in [0,1]],columns = [i for i in [0,1]]) 
plt.figure(figsize=(15,6)) 
#plt.suptitle('Comparing Training and Testing Splits for Classification 8-8 \n Comparison 
Plot, AvSS = 0.516') 
plt.subplot(121) 
plt.title('CM Training Data') 
sns.heatmap(NB_cm,annot=True, fmt = 'd') 
plt.xlabel('Model Predicted Class (NB Prediction)') 
plt.ylabel('K-Means Classification (True)') 
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_test,test_pred,labels=[0,1]) 
NB_cm = pd.DataFrame(cm,index = [i for i in [0,1]],columns = [i for i in [0,1]]) 
plt.subplot(122) 
plt.title('CM Test Data') 
sns.heatmap(NB_cm,annot=True, fmt = 'd') 
plt.xlabel('Model Predicted Class (NB Prediction)') 
plt.ylabel('K-Means Classification (True)') 
table = [['Dataset', ' Precision','Recall','Accuracy','F1 Score', 'MCC'],  
        ['Training Set',precision_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 'weighted', 
zero_division=0).round(4),recall_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 
'weighted').round(4),accuracy_score(y_train,train_pred).round(4),f1_score(y_train,train_
pred,average = 'weighted').round(4), round(matthews_corrcoef(y_train,train_pred),4)], 
        ['Testing Set',precision_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 
'weighted',zero_division=0).round(4),recall_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 
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'weighted').round(4),accuracy_score(y_test,test_pred).round(4),f1_score(y_test,test_pred,
average = 'weighted').round(4), round(matthews_corrcoef(y_test,test_pred),4)]] 
print(tabulate(table, headers = 'firstrow',tablefmt='pretty')) 
 
#repeat train/test/model/metrics for next SCP 
x_train,x_test,y_train,y_test = train_test_split(X9,Y9_4,test_size=0.3,random_state=1) 
#print('training counts:\n',y_train.value_counts()) 
#print('testing counts:\n', y_test.value_counts()) 
tt_split_table = [['Counts', 'Train Split','Test Split'], 
                  ['0',y_train.value_counts()[0],y_test.value_counts()[0]], 
                  ['1',y_train.value_counts()[1],y_test.value_counts()[1]]] 
print(tabulate(tt_split_table, headers = 'firstrow',tablefmt='pretty')) 
NB_model = MultinomialNB() 
NB_model.fit(x_train,y_train) 
train_pred = NB_model.predict(x_train) 
test_pred = NB_model.predict(x_test) 
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_train,train_pred,labels=[0,1]) 
NB_cm = pd.DataFrame(cm,index = [i for i in [0,1]],columns = [i for i in [0,1]]) 
plt.figure(figsize=(15,6)) 
#plt.suptitle('Comparing Training and Testing Splits for Classification 9-4 \n Ideal Elbow 
Plot, AvSS = 0.47') 
plt.subplot(121) 
plt.title('CM Training Data') 
sns.heatmap(NB_cm,annot=True, fmt = 'd') 
plt.xlabel('Model Predicted Class (NB Prediction)') 
plt.ylabel('K-Means Classification (True)') 
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(y_test,test_pred,labels=[0,1]) 
NB_cm = pd.DataFrame(cm,index = [i for i in [0,1]],columns = [i for i in [0,1]]) 
plt.subplot(122) 
plt.title('CM Test Data') 
sns.heatmap(NB_cm,annot=True, fmt = 'd') 
plt.xlabel('Model Predicted Class (NB Prediction)') 
plt.ylabel('K-Means Classification (True)') 
table = [['Dataset', ' Precision','Recall','Accuracy','F1 Score', 'MCC'],  
        ['Training Set',precision_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 'weighted', 
zero_division=0).round(4),recall_score(y_train,train_pred,average = 
'weighted').round(4),accuracy_score(y_train,train_pred).round(4),f1_score(y_train,train_
pred,average = 'weighted').round(4), round(matthews_corrcoef(y_train,train_pred),4)], 
        ['Testing Set',precision_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 
'weighted',zero_division=0).round(4),recall_score(y_test,test_pred,average = 
'weighted').round(4),accuracy_score(y_test,test_pred).round(4),f1_score(y_test,test_pred,
average = 'weighted').round(4), round(matthews_corrcoef(y_test,test_pred),4)]] 
print(tabulate(table, headers = 'firstrow',tablefmt='pretty')) 
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